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ABSTRACT Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETs) are a cardinal part of intelligent transportation system (ITS) which 

render various services in terms of traffic and transport management. The VANET is used to manage growing traffic and 

manage data about traffic conditions, weather, road conditions, speed of the vehicle, etc. Even though, VANETs are self-

sufficient and effective networks but they still suffer from various security and privacy issues. VANETs need to ensure that 

an adversary should not be able to breach user associated data and delete or modify the exchanged messages for its gains, as 

these messages comprise of sensitive data. In this paper, we have proposed an authentication and key-agreement protocol 

based on cryptographic hash functions which makes it lightweight in nature and also suitable for VANET environment. 

Moreover, to enhance the security and reliability of the entire system, the proposed key-agreement protocol makes use of 

random session modulus to compute a dynamic session key i.e. for every session, vehicles generate their session specific 

secret modulus which are then converged to form a common group session key. The formal verification of the proposed 

work is done using Real – or – Random oracle model, AVISPA and BAN Logic while informal security analysis shows that 

the proposed protocol can withstand various attacks. The simulation results and analysis prove that the proposed work is 

efficient and has a real-time application in VANET environment.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Gradually, the concept of smart cities is experiencing 

substantial research involvement to evolve urban living 

environment. It has been estimated that around 15 billion 

investment can be expected for smart city infrastructure and 

management in few years [31]. One of the top ten smart 

city technologies which is continuously trending since 

previous year is vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communications 

where the vehicles share/receive real-time data [55]. It has 

been analyzed for over 350 cities that they suffer from 9-

66% level of road congestion [54]. The exponential 

increment in the number of vehicles on the road has led to 

increment in difficulties for managing and controlling them 

[33]. Therefore, need for intelligent transportation systems  

(ITS) emerged which would provide efficient, effective, 

safe and better transportation and traffic management 

services. VANET (Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network) falls in the 

category of such systems. VANET improves driving 

conditions, traffic monitoring and efficiency and road 

safety by providing weather conditions, traffic statuses, 

road warnings, emergency alerts to its vehicles [4, 5, 8, 9, 

10, 33, 42]. VANET is a wireless ad-hoc network of 

vehicles where vehicles perform V2V (vehicle to vehicle) 

and V2I (vehicle to infrastructure) communication. Before 

proceeding to the security requirements and challenges of 

VANET, we provide a brief overview of VANET. VANET 

comprises of mainly three entities - OBU (On-Board Unit), 

RSU (Road Side Unit) and TA (Trusted Authority). Each 

vehicle is equipped with OBU which is a wireless 

communication device. The OBU is used to communicate 

with RSU or other OBU for transmission or reception of 

traffic messages between each other. OBU is a tamper  

proof device, which is responsible for performing 

cryptographic operations along with that, each OBU 

consists of identity of the vehicle, authentication 

credentials, keys unique to the vehicle, etc. Each vehicle‟s  
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OBU should be registered with TA for the OBU to begin 

any kind of communication with RSU. The OBU presents a 

provision to change certain information (such as passwords, 

certificates, etc.) respective to that OBU. All the entities 

communicate using IEEE 802.11p wireless communication 

protocol [26]. RSU is a wireless interface located on road 

side which acts as an intermediary for the communication 

between OBU and TA. The vehicles are mobile in a 

particular region communicate their intended message for 

TA with that region‟s RSU (The region enclosed by the 

radio coverage of an RSU becomes that certain RSU‟s 

region) [27, 33, 50]. This unit is not completely trusted so 

any message passed to the RSU should not be interpretable 

by it. The communications (both V2V and V2I) occurring 

in VANET follow a short range wireless communication 

protocol called DSRC (Dedicated Short Range commun-

ication, according to DSRC, it requires a vehicle to send 

one message every 100–300 ms.) protocol [5, 8, 11, 65, 30, 

33, 36] which helps the vehicles and RSU to 

transmit/receive messages with many other vehicles. 

Moreover, the role of RSU is to handle Infrastructure to 

Infrastructure (I2I) and Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I) 

communications [27]. TA is an internet connection provider 

which also stores & updates data associated with different 

vehicles and respective RSUs. Furthermore, it also attains 

data from the entities within the system. The above data 

comprises information such as traffic reports, weather con-

dition reports, etc. The TA authenticates each vehicle 

(where the authentication credentials are generated by the 

respective OBU) when the vehicle initiates the conversation 

and can also trace that vehicle so as to detect any malicious 

behavior of any vehicle in the region. Thus, if the legal 

entities desire to communicate with TA they must send 

authentication credentials adhered to which the TA proc- 

 

 

esses and decides whether to accept the given commu-

nication request or reject it.  In the VANET environment 

we assume that the TA is highly secure as the corruption of 

the said entity will result in disruption of the whole system. 

Moreover, the TA must have high computation power, 

large storage space and computation ability as to 

accommodate growing user base. The TA generates and 

distributes group key to a particular OBU in that RSU 

region so that the group can communicate with each other 

and exchange information delineated earlier. This trusted 

unit holds high computation power and high storage 

capability so as to store the immense data communicated by 

numerous vehicles. The proposed group key agreement 

phase has been motivated by [50], where the trusted 

authority makes use of every entities modulus and 

converges on the common group session key, but to make 

the system dynamic we introduce session specific modulus 

i.e. every entity generates a session specific modulus, using 

which the trusted authority generates the common session 

key and transmits to the vehicles in the region, the above 

approach makes the system more dynamic and secure even 

under circumstances when the adversary gains knowledge 

of an entity‟s modulus for the given session (the same does 

not hold for [50]). Moreover, we believe introducing a 

session specific modulus will further enhance the overall 

system, as it will provide reliability and security because 

the modulus value is dynamic for every session and 

predicting one modulus is equivalent to finding collisions in 

hash function. We believe that the developed system must 

be in such a fashion that it can withstand several attacks, 

thus as per [8, 9, 19, 33, 37, 38, 43, 50, 60, 63, 68, 70] both 

formal and informal security analysis is performed in 

security analysis section.  

Figure 1. Brief Overview of VANET 
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Even though, VANET seems a self-sufficient and effective 

network but it still suffers from various security, privacy 

and performance issues. It needs to be ensured that privacy 

of the vehicle such as identity, location, direction of the 

vehicle, etc. aren‟t revealed to a malicious entities. 

Moreover, the system should be responsively alert, speedy, 

deliver less computation cost and benign efficacy. Exi-

stence of these issues have encouraged various research 

investments and efforts. In various works, the authe-

ntication scheme or key-exchange protocols are based upon 

either ECC (Elliptic curve cryptosystem) [7] or bilinear 

pairing. But such protocols encounter high computation 

overhead due to complex message processing algorithms 

involved, therefore for a real-time system as VANET, 

lightweight authentication and key-agreement protocols 

need to be designed to ensure faster message generation and 

message authentication [5, 8, 10, 13, 15, 33, 34, 36, 50, 60, 

68]. For deploying a lightweight  authentication and key 

agreement scheme cryptographic hash functions based are 

used because they are computationally faster, exhibit less 

communication overhead and communication cost [6, 12, 

13, 24, 33, 60, 61]. The proposed scheme is lightweight and 

secure as the hash function used is collision resistant, 

withstands various attacks because it provides insufficient 

information to the adversary. The insufficient information 

collected by the adversary is caused due to the usage of 

dynamic modulus [16] as the basis of the proposed key-

exchange protocol. The main contribution of the paper can 

be viewed as follows. 

(1) A novel lightweight conditional privacy preserving 

authentication and group key agreement protocol 

scheme, where the entities make use of secret and 

dynamic modulus as to enhance security. The proposed 

work is such that exposure of all current session based 

group key agreement information will not be sufficient 

to derive future information of modulus or the session 

key.  

(2) A novel scheme where the authentication process is 

expedited, here the suppress relay even from the road 

side unit is detected. To best of our knowledge, it is the 

only work focusing on dynamic modulus and sequence 

number based VANET authentication scheme detecting 

suppress replay attack from the road side unit. 

(3) The proposed work makes use of only hash and xor 

based functions and a sequence number as to expedite 

the authentication process.  

(4) Secure and dynamic group key establishment protocol, 

where the entities make use of dynamic session 

modulus, thus every entity generates its unique session 

specific modulus using which they converges on the 

common session key. 

(5) Cryptanalyzing PW-CPPA-GKA scheme and 

overcoming the vulnerabilities and weaknesses 

described in the review (of PW-CPPA-GKA) and the 

related works section (of different schemes). 

In-depth analysis of the proposed scheme is done with 

regards of both formal (BAN logic, AVISPA and Real-or-

Random oracle model) and informal analysis (against 

various wicked attacks). The presented security analysis 

proves that the proposed scheme is capable of real-time 

application in VANET environment. The components of 

the rest of the paper are as follows. Section 2 presents 

related works. Section 3 presents review of PW-CPPA-

GKA [33], section 4 presents analysis of PW-CPPA-

GKA[33], section 5 presents the proposed work , section 6 

presents password change phase, section 7 presents security 

analysis (BAN logic, Simulation in Real-or-Random oracle 

model, AVISPA and Informal Security Analysis), section 8 

presents performance evaluation and section 9 presents  

conclusion.  

 
II. Related Works 

VANET can be described as a mobile network (thus it is a 

subset of MANET) which uses the mobile vehicles in the 

network as nodes and provide communication amongst 

them and the fixed infrastructure nearby [44]. The 

authentication schemes witnessed for VANET are based on 

either certificate based conditional privacy preserving 

authentication (CPPA) or identity based public key 

cryptography.  The area of growing focus is also directing 

towards hash based conditional privacy preserving 

authentication schemes. [5] presents a secure and light-

weight authentication scheme based on MSR technique for 

VANETs. The proposed authentication scheme can provide 

mutual authentication between vehicle and RSU, which can 

further improve the communication security in VANETs. 

The said work is however vulnerable as it fails to withstand 

against password guessing attack, KSSTI attack (as its 

knowledge can help forge valid credentials) and suppress 

replay attack. [66] tries to provide an approach for 

enhancing security in Vehicular Network using ECC and 

Diffie–Hellman Approach. The proposed work is however 

vulnerable to suppress replay attack, KSSTI attack (as its 

knowledge can help derive pseudonym and key related 

parameters), computational DOS attack and absence of user 

authentication phase. Proposed works in [5, 45, 46, 66] are 

possessing a very high storage requirements, thus the TA  

and RSUs  must store all the public and private key pairs of 

the legitimate user and manage them; thus a large storage 

space is required to accommodate these systems [50]. It can 

be evident from both the above approaches that the 

proposed approaches require high storage space, compu-

tation cost and frequent updates as to ensure privacy, these 

issues result in degrading the overall quality of the system 

as the VANET requires speedy delivery and processing of 

data as to accommodate growing traffic demands. 

Moreover, there is further issue of management as many 

users will request for revocation of credentials or changing 

the credentials and managing lists of such requests is a must 
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as to avoid illegal usage. Thus as a result it becomes 

difficult to adapt such approaches in VANET environment. 

To reduce the dependency on certificate based CPPA 

schemes, identity based public key cryptography (PKC) is 

used where there is no need for storing the certificate data 

on ( )OBU  and RSUs , the concept of identity based public 

key cryptography was proposed by Shamir [33] where the 

public key can be calculated by user‟s identity (IP address,  

email address, vehicle number plate,  etc.) and the resulting 

private key can be generated by a private key generator 

(PKG) which is a trusted party. The identity based approach 

reduces the burden of storing complex credentials but they 

put a lot of computational overhead. The proposed work in 

[63] presents a secure privacy-preserving authentication 

scheme with cuckoo filter, supporting application for both 

of V2V communications and V2I communications in 

VANET. The Cuckoo Filter and the binary search 

techniques are included to improve the authentication 

efficiency of the batch message verification phase. The 

proposed work is of lightweight in nature but it has several 

security vulnerabilities for instance, there is an absence of a 

password change phase, thus making it vulnerable to offline 

guessing attacks. The work in [63] also fails to provide un-

linkability. The above is because the authentication 

credentials in the initial handshake are static, thus the 

adversary can link the user entering a particular vehicle 

across different RSU for the first time. [63] requires high 

storage space to champion a real-time application in 

VANET. Furthermore, the proposed work is vulnerable to 

clock synchronization issue (as a direct consequence it is 

vulnerable to suppress replay) [69] and KSSTI attack 

(session specific temporary information can help an 

adversary derive pseudonyms and secret parameters 

associated with communication). [64] presents a conditional 

privacy preserving authentication protocol which can be 

used for V2V and V2I communications or a combination of 

them. [64] presents a combination of RSU based and TPD 

(Tamper proof device) based schemes in which the main 

keys of the network and the vital information of the 

network are stored in the TPD of RSUs. The proposed work 

is however, vulnerable to computational DOS attack (due to 

heavy computational overhead needed to generate and 

verify a message), suppress replay attack (as it clock 

synchronization issue exists) and is vulnerable to key 

compromise attack (as knowledge of this can help an 

adversary impersonate a legitimate entity). [67] presents a 

privacy-preserving authentication scheme which achieves 

full aggregation in VANET, and the scheme satisfies the 

security requirements in VANET. The proposed work has 

been divided into two steps (for sign phase) and utilizes a 

pre-calculation method to reduce the computation cost in 

sign phase. RSU can aggregate multiple signatures into a 

single one, and the length of aggregated signature is a 

constant size which greatly reduces the transmission 

overhead between RSU and application server and the 

efficiency of verification for application is improved. The 

proposed work is however, vulnerable to computational 

DOS attack (due to heavy computation requirements), 

suppress replay attack (due to clock synchronization issue) 

and KSSTI attack (the knowledge of session specific 

information will help an adversary attain the pseudonym 

and generate false signatures). Moreover, in [64, 66, 67] the

OBU is not enabled with authentication credentials, thus 

any adversary can gain access to the network without 

having to provide authentication credentials. The proposed 

work in [64, 66, 67] will be problematic in areas which 

requires fast processing (the need of fast processing is a 

must in the VANET environment as there will be different 

requests from RSU , TA  and vehicle V , which will need to 

be processed and any overhead in processing will result in 

overall delay of processing the request, hence the said delay 

will degrade the overall quality of the system), like 

VANET. It can be evident from above that both the 

approaches of certification and identity based cryptography 

consequence a high computation overhead. To overcome 

the above issues a lightweight authentication scheme 

utilizing faster computation techniques such as hashing is 

used. [33] presents a hash based CPPA and group key 

agreement scheme which provides efficient authentication 

message generation and verification. The proposed work 

has motivated us to design such lightweight systems 

(utilizing authentication and key agreement phases) which 

can be implemented in areas which witness sporadic 

associations in the regions, such as VANET. The proposed 

work is however vulnerable to various attacks such as 

known session specific temporary information attack, 

suppress replay attack, fails to provide un-linkability, 

mutual authentication of the session key (from second 

session key exchange message delivered in the system), 

known session key attack or session key compromise 

attack. Moreover the proposed work in [33] cannot be 

secure against entity corruption as well. [50] is another hash 

based CPPA and group-key agreement scheme which 

makes use of Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) to 

randomly distribute the group session key amongst the 

vehicles, the proposed scheme is lightweight in nature and 

makes use static modulus of every entity for the mode of 

secure communication. The above approach is secure but it 

fails to overcome Traceability by adversary (when the 

identity is known by the adversary), suppress replay attack, 

provide un-linkability (as the pseudonym is constant, and 

thus the adversary can link the two message from the same 

vehicle, similar to [58]), modification by legal entity and 

lacks a password change phase. [60] presents a 

decentralized authentication and key agreement protocol for 

VANETs which supports three different categories of 

mutual authentication. The proposed scheme is efficient as 

it uses only one-way hash functions and bitwise XOR 

operations, thus making it suitable for VANET environm-

ent, but the proposed work is vulnerable to clock synchro-

nization issue and as a result it is vulnerable to suppress 

replay attack. The proposed work in [61] has used simple 

XOR operations and hash functions too, to design a 

lightweight authentication and key-agreement protocol, but 
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the proposed work is vulnerable to KSSTI attack, clock 

synchronization issue, as a consequence, it is vulnerable to 

suppress replay attack and is also vulnerable to De-

synchronization of the session key as the adversary can 

cause Key-offset Attack. [62] presents an authentication sc-

heme and key agreement scheme fabricated using elliptic 

curve which ensures user anonymity, the proposed work is 

however vulnerable to clock synchronization issue, 

suppress replay attack, password guessing attack, and 

computational DOS attack (it requires heavy computation). 

[14] presents a scheme where every entity generates a 

unique modulus for every communication. It also depicts as 

of how the same approach can be practically implemented 

in distributing a group session key. The proposed work in 

[14] is vulnerable to replay attack, anonymity, 

impersonation, De-synchronization and Computational 

DOS attack. [65] presents a scheme which enhances the 

security of value added services, ensures the minimal delay 

for request verification, response and service deliveries. 

The work has several limitations for instance, the identity 

of the user is used as it is, thus making it vulnerable to 

impersonation attack. Moreover, the said work does not 

utilize timestamps, thus it is vulnerable to replay attacks. 

The proposed work makes extensive use of 

exponentiations, thus computational DOS attack can be 

used by an adversary to disrupt the system. Furthermore, 

the proposed work does not support password change 

phase, thus successful offline password guessing attack can 

be used to break the semantic security of the work. The 

scheme also fails to provide un-linkability, traceability as 

identity of the user can be fetched by the entity who is 

observing the public channel.  

 
III. Review of PW-CPPA-GKA 

The proposed scheme in [33] presents a lightweight 

conditional privacy preserving authentication and key 

agreement protocol suitable for VANET environments. The 

proposed work has four phases (of interest) (1) Offline 

Registration of Road Side Unit ( RSU ) and Vehicle, (2) 

Authentication Message Generation, (3) Authentication 

Message Verification and (4) Group-Key generation phase 

(where vehicles are joining and leaving the region). Now, 

we provide brief overview of all the phases. 

A. RSU Registration Phase 

In this phase the Road side units register with TA  as 

follows: 

(1)  The iRSU ( i N  ) securely informs to TA  the 

network to which the said unit is connected. 

(2) The TA  then selects a unique identity 
ir

ID  and long 

term key
ir

SK  which is then communicated to the said 

iRSU  unit along with prime field
*

q , a large prime 

modulus q over the field 
*

q  and a secure one way 

hash function (belonging to a collision resilient family 

H) H  where 
*{0,1} {0,1}l . Thus, the TA  shares the 

information 
*{ , , , , }

i iq rrq H ID SK  with the 
iRSU
 
and 

the 
iRSU  saves the said information securely.  

B. Vehicle Registration Phase 

In this phase the vehicle jV  registers with the TA  as 

follows: 

(1) The jV ( j N  ) selects its own unique identity 
jvID  

and password 
jvPW . 

(2) The jV
 

then chooses a random number 
jvb and 

computes ( || )
j j jv v vB H PW b . The jV

 
then sends 

these credentials { , }
j jv vID PW  to the TA  over a secure 

channel. 

(3) The TA  upon receiving the credentials, selects a 

random number 
jve  (the probability that two vehicles 

have the same random number is miniscule) and 

computes ( || )
j jv vA H x e , 

j j jv v vC A B 
 

and 

( || || )
j j j jvv v vD H Id B A . Once the computation is co-

mplete it embeds the information { ,
j jv vC D ,

jve , H ,q

*, }q
on the jOBU . 

(4) The TA  upon completion of the above step, dispatches 

the jOBU  to the owner of the said vehicle (via a 

secure channel) jV
 
followed by which the owner emb-

eds the random number 
jvb on the jOBU . Thus the 

following are the credentials on the jOBU { , ,
j j jv v vC D b

*, , , , }
jv qe H q Z .  

C. Authentication Message Generation Phase 

In this phase the owner enters the valid credentials which 

the owner had provided in the registration phase adhered to 

which the jOBU  at the jV  generates authentication 

message and an anonymous ID 
jvAID . The following are 

the steps involved in this phase: 

(1) The owner enters the 
jvID  and 

jvPW  into the On-

Board Unit. 

(2) The jOBU of the said vehicle fetches the random 

number 
jvb from the stored credentials jOBU  and 

computes 
* ( || )

j j jv v vB H PW b , 
* *

j j jv v vA C B   and 

* * *( || || )
j j j jv vv vD H ID B A . 

(3) If
*

j jv vD D then the jOBU will reject the login request 

and ask to re-enter the valid authentication credentials. 

If it holds i.e. 
*

j jv vD D is valid then the jOBU will 

fetch the current fresh timestamp 
jvT  and compute 

( || )
j j j jv v vvAID ID H A T  . Moreover, the jOBU

 
ge-
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nerates a fresh nonce 
jvx  and computes 

j jv vy x (H

|| )
j jvvA AID  and also the message authentication code 

( ||
j jvj vatv H A ID || )

jvT . The jOBU
 

generates the 

message , , , ,
j j j j jv v vv v jM AID e y T atv  and sends it to 

iRSU  over the network (public channel). 

(4) The 
iRSU  upon receiving the message 

jvM  verifies 

the freshness of the message i.e. if 
*( )

j j jv v vT TT     

holds or not. Here 
*

jvT
 
is the time at which the 

iRSU
 

attained the message 
jvM . If 

*( )
j j jv v vT TT     does 

not hold then the request is rejected else the 
iRSU
 

computes , , ,
i j iv ir

j

rID M T atr  where 
ir

T  is the fresh 

timestamp generated by the 
iRSU
 
and (

jv

j

iatr H M

|| || )
i ir rSK T . Once the above credentials are computed 

they are sent over the public channel to the TA . 

D. Authentication Message Verification Phase 

In this phase the TA  verifies the attained authentication 

message from the said 
iRSU
 

and if authentication is 

successful the message is accepted else the message is 

rejected.  

(1) The message , , ,
i j iv ir

j

rID M T atr
 
sent by the 

iRSU  

and received by the TA  is initially verified for the 

freshness of the message for which the TA  generates 

the current timestamp 
*

ir
T  and checks if 

*(
ir

T
ir

T )

T   holds or not. If it doesn‟t then the request is 

rejected else the message is accepted as fresh. Here, the 

TA  now computes 
* ( || || )

j i iv r r

j

iatr H M SK T
 
and 

jvA

( || )
jvH x e . 

(2) If 
*j j

i iatr atr  holds then TA  has authenticated the 

jRSU  unit and now proceeds by authenticating the 

message by the vehicle. Now, the TA  computes 
* ( || )

j j j jv v v vID AID H A T    and along with it 

computes *

jatv
*( || || )

j j jv v vH A ID T . If 
*

j jatv atv
 

holds then the jV  is successfully authenticated by the 

TA .  

Once the authentication is successful then the group-key 

generation phase occurs. 

E. Group-Key Generation Phase 

The vehicles in the said 
iRSU  region must each 

communicate with a unique session key within the 

region where the said key will be constantly updated as 

to ensure new vehicles joining the region are not able 

to attain the previous group key and the vehicles 

leaving the region are not able to derive current group 

session key. We initially depict the first session key 

exchanged with the initial vehicle 
1V  joining the 

region. The following are the steps: 

(1) Following from the authentication phase, once 
*

j jatv atv
 

holds then the TA  computes 

( || )
j jj vj vxv yv H A AID  , adhered to this the TA  

selects two random numbers 0

*

1{ , } qzt G   and 

computes the current group session key for the said 

vehicle as 
11 0 mod( )

jv tG x z G q   . 

(i) The TA  selects the current timestamp 
1Tt  and 

then computes 
1

1 1' ( mod( ))j jG xv G q xv    and 

1 1 11 ( || ' || )Att H G G Tt . Now, the TA  unicasts the 

said message 1 1 1', ,G ATT Tt  to the vehicle.  

(ii) Once the jOBU  attains the message, it calculates 

the group session key by computing 

1 1( ' ) mod( )
j jv vG G x x q   . Then the jOBU

 
che-

cks if 
*

1 1 1 1( || ' || ) ?H G G Tt Att  holds or not, if it 

doesn‟t then the request is rejected and the jV  

intimates the TA . If the above condition is 

satisfied then the jV
 
accepts the group key. 

(2) If another vehicle enters then after the vehicle 

authentication, the group key is updated as follows: 

2 0( ) ( '. ') mod( )
j j jv vjG x zt x zt G q     where ( ', ')

jv jx zt

are the credentials associated with the second vehicle. 

Thus, the above session key is communicated with 

both the vehicles; for first vehicle the group key 

message is communicated as "

2

"

2 2, ,G Att Tt  where 

2 1 2

" 1

1( mod( ))G G G q G    and 2

"

2 2

" ( ||Att H G G

2|| )Tt and for second vehicle the group key message is 

communicated as 2 2

'

2, ,G Att Tt  where 
2 'G

1

2( mod( ))j jxv G q xv    and 2 2 2

'( ||Att H G G

2|| )Tt . Here, jxv  is taken from the second vehicle‟s 

initial authentication message. Similarly, the session 

key is updated and then communicated to all of the 

vehicles which join the region subsequently.  

(3) Here, if third vehicle enters the region then the new key 

is shared with vehicles 
1 2{ , }v v  using the approach 

depicted in step 2 (thus both receive the same 

authentication message) and for vehicle 3v , the new 

key is communicated using the approach depicted in 

step 1. 

(4) If a vehicle exits the region of the 
iRSU
 
(it generates 

the authentication credentials requesting for exiting the 

region as depicted earlier i.e. the vehicle generates 
** ** ** **, , , ,

j j j j jv v vv v jM AID e y T atv  and further sends 
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it to 
iRSU  which then sends *** ** *, , ,

i j ir v r

j

iID M T atr ) 

then the current session key of n  vehicles is updated 

i.e. 
tG  is updated with 1

"

tG  , where 

0

1

( ) mod( )
j

j j

j t

tG xv zt G q




   , 1

" mod( )t t tG f G q   ( 

here 
tf  is a random number 

*

t qf  ). The said 

session key is communicated (unicasted) with the 

remaining vehicles in the region by sending 

1

''{ , , }t k tG Att Tt  to each 
kv  (old vehicles in the region) 

where 1

"

1

' ( || )
kt t vtG G H Tt A   . 

 
IV. Analysis of PW-CPPA-GKA 

In this section we highlight several vulnerabilities and 

weaknesses in the PW-CPPA-GKA [33] scheme. The 

analysis is done keeping the abilities of an adversary in 

check. The adversarial abilities and different analysis 

approaches are taken from [13, 23, 56, 58]. 

 
A. Vulnerable to known session-specific temporary 

information attack 

In an authentication scheme with a key agreement protocol, 

if the exchanged session key is secure even if the session 

specific temporary information such as nonce (random 

number), timestamp, etc. are revealed or compromised then 

the scheme is secure against known session specific 

temporary information attack [59, 68]. In PW-CPPA-GKA 

[33] the session key is dependent on 
jvx  which is a random 

number selected by the jV  for the group key generation 

process, thus it is a session specific temporary information. 

Here if an adversary is given access to 
jvx (similar to [59]) 

then the following are the steps an adversary can take to 

perform this attack:  

Step 1. Once the vehicle jV  gets authenticated it 

will receive ', ,a a aG ATT Tt  over a public channel. The 

adversary can capture the message ', ,a a aG ATT Tt .  

Step 2. The adversary at this instance can compute 

( ' ) mod( )
j jv va aG G x x q  

 
and 

*( || ' || ) ?a a a aH G G Tt Att  to 

procure and validate the attained key.  

Thus, the adversary by the knowledge of temporary session 

information can attain the session key. Thus, PW-CPPA-

GKA [33] fails to withstand known session specific 

temporary information attack.  

 
B. Suppress replay attack 

The entities make use of timestamps as to prevent the 

replay attacks but due to clock synchronization issue the 

adversary might intercept a message of the jOBU  from a 

valid session and again replay it within the time bound (say 

T ) where TA  accepts it. The problem will exist due to 

difference in clock drift rates thus as a result there will exist 

clock synchronization problem. The following are the steps 

involved to successfully perform this attack:  

Step 1. An active adversary can capture a valid au-

thentication request , , , ,
j j j j jv v vv v jM AID e y T atv  sent by 

the jOBU
 
and replay it to TA  within the time bound T .  

Step 2. The TA  now accepts the replayed authe-

ntication message 
jvM as valid.  

Thus, the adversary has been successfully authenticated by 

the TA . Moreover, if the adversary desires to attain the 

group session key after exiting the region, the adversary can 

do so with the help of suppress replay. To proceed with 

suppress replay, a malicious vehicle jV  ( a corrupted entity) 

can perform following steps:  

Step 1. The malicious vehicle jV  can suppress re-

play the exit request message 
** ,

j jv vM AID
**,

j jv ve y

**, ,
jvT  

**

jatv  to the TA .  

Step 2. the TA  will regard this message as valid 

and as a group joining result (authentication message gener-

ation scheme for joining and exiting is same). The above 

message will be accepted is because the message has been 

replayed within the time bound T , thus the TA  will 

accept the said request as valid.  

Step 3.  Once, the credentials of the message are 

validated then the TA  will generate an updated group 

session key 
1tG 
 of the region 

iRSU  as 
1 11 j ii v tG x z
   

mod( )iG q , further the TA  will compute 
1

1 1' (i jG xv 

 

1 mod( ))iG q 1jxv   and 
1 1(i iAtt H G 

 1 1|| ' || )i iG Tt 
. 

Once the above credentials are generated then the TA  

unicasts the said message 1 1 1', ,i i iG ATT Tt    to the 

malicious vehicle.  

Thus the session key is now casted to the exited vehicle jV  

(in this case, the perfect forward secrecy is hindered, as the 

exited vehicle under these circumstances is able to attain 

the group key of the region). Thus, PW-CPPA-GKA [33] is 

vulnerable to clock synchronization problem and as a result, 

it is vulnerable to suppress replay attack. 

 
C. Fails to provide un-linkability  

In the proposed work of PW-CPPA-GKA [33] the 

authentication message generated by the jOBU  for 

entering and exiting from in the iRSU  region is 

** ** ** **, , , , , , , , ,
j j j j j j j j j jv v v v j v vv v vv jM AID e y T atv M AID e y T atv 

. The said generated message is then forwarded to the 

iRSU , thus the roadside unit generates its authentication 

message as , , ,
i j iv ir

j

rID M T atr . In the proposed work 

although there is a presence of random pseudonym 

( || )
j j j jv v vvAID ID H A T  , ( || )

j j j jv vv vy x H A AID   
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and ( || || )
j j jvj v vatv H A ID T

 
due to presence of fresh 

timestamp 
jvT  and random number 

jvx , but the same 
jve  

will be used for every authentication message i.e. 
1 1 1 1 1, , , , ,..., , , , ,

j j j j j j j j j j

n n n n n

v vv v v v j v v v v jM AID e y T atv M AID e y T atv  , 

1** 1** 1** 1** 1** ** ** ** ** **, , , , ,..., , , , ,
j j j j j j j j j jv v v v j v v v v j

n n n n n

v vM AID e y T atv M AID e y T atv  . 

Thus, the adversary can link the same authentication 

message to a particular anonymous vehicle with the help of 

the constant 
jve , similar to [58]. Hence, the proposed work 

fails to provide unlinkability.  

 
D. Fails to provide anonymity if user identity is known 

It is possible that an adversary may attain knowledge of 

identity of the vehicle via some wicked means (such as 

Dumpster Diving, social engineering, pretext, vishing, 

phishing or other means) [51]. In the proposed PW-CPPA-

GKA [33], the knowledge of identity linked with the 

random number 
jve within the 

iRSU  region can disrupt the 

system as the adversary at any given point further, will be 

able to trace the vehicle (by observing the public channel 

and checking for the number 
jve passed over the said RSU 

network) in a given RSU region. Thus, the anonymous 

identity 
jvAID  can no longer provide anonymity.    

 
E. Fails to withstand corrupted entities in the system 

It is possible that a jV  is malicious. The proposed work 

PW-CPPA-GKA [33] is highly vulnerable when there is a 

presence of a corrupted entity in the 
iRSU  region. In the 

said work, the malicious vehicle will receive the new group 

session key (say 
lG ) when the said vehicle enters the 

region. When another vehicle enters the 
iRSU  region or the 

malicious vehicle exits the region, it sends the 

authentication message adhered to which the group session 

key is updated and communicated to all the vehicles in the 

region. The following are the steps a corrupted entity can 

use to disrupt the system:  

Step 1. The malicious entity say jV  will block all 

the group key update messages (for old vehicles in the 

iRSU  region) " ", ,G Att Tt  or 
" ", ,G Att Tt

 
from rea-

ching its destination. 

Step 2. Now the malicious entity jV  will generate 

a new session key using the previous session key 
lG . Once, 

the malicious session key 
MaliciousKey  is generated the 

malicious vehicle will generate authentication message  
" ", ,Malicious Malicious MaliciousG Att Tt  where 

" 1(Malicious lG G  

mod( ))Malicious lG q G , 
" (MaliciousAtt H "||Malicious MaliciousG G

|| )MaliciousTt
 
and MaliciousTt

 
(is timestamp) and multicast the 

message to old vehicles (by capturing the valid messages of 
" ", ,G Att Tt

 
and sending the message " ,MaliciousG

 

" ,Malicious MaliciousAtt Tt  to the same destination as " ",G Att

,Tt .) 
1 2{ , ,... }oldV V V V .  

Step 3. All the vehicles of the set 
1 2{ , ,... }oldV V V V

will accept this message as valid. The above is because the 
"* "?Malicious MaliciousAtt Att will hold. 

Thus as a result, the 
jV
 
even after exiting the said region 

will be able to attain the confidential information from the 

vehicles of the region till the set 
oldV  . Moreover, the 

said entity can still be in the said region and block 

communication amongst different entity by generating 

wrong session keys for all the vehicles and multicasting 

them ( " ", ,G Att Tt  
" ", , ,q q qG Att Tt " ",..., , ,z z zG Att Tt , 

here the session key on each one of them is different, thus 

making it vulnerable to a key-offset attack [59]). As a 

result, all the entities (possessing the same session key 
lG ) 

will possess different session keys and thus will not be able 

communicate. 

 
F. Fails to withstand session key compromise attack 

The proposed work PW-CPPA-GKA [33] is not secure 

against the said attack [53]. The knowledge of current 

session key can help an adversary derive the future group 

key. The following are the steps an adversary can take to 

procure future session keys. 

Step 1. Assume that an active adversary has the 

knowledge of current session key 
'

1tG   and there is an entry 

of new vehicle in the region of 
iRSU . Thus the adversary 

can attain the group key by capturing the message 

2

'' ", , mm mG Att Tt
 
(intended for old vehicles in the  

region, which has been multicast).  

Step 2. Now, the said adversary can proceed by 

computing 
'' ' '

1 1( ) mod( )m t t mG G G q G   
 

along with 

" "*

2( || || ) ?mm m mH G G Tt Att
 

for attaining and verifying the 

session key credentials. 

Thus, the proposed work in [33] is vulnerable to known 

session key attack or session key compromise attack. 

 
G. Fails to provide mutual authentication of the 

session key 

In the proposed work PW-CPPA-GKA [33], the session 

key, when the vehicle 
1kV  joins the region is communicated 

as 1 1 1', ,k k kG ATT Tt . Here, the session key 
1kG
 
is comp-

uted as 
1 1 1 1[ ' ] mod( )k k k kG xv xv q G   . Moreover, when 

the vehicle 
1kV
 
exits the region, the updated session key is 

communicated to each 
kV  (present in the region, apart from 

1kV ) being 1

''{ , , }t k tG Att Tt  
where 

" '

1 1 (t tG G H  

|| )
kt vTt A . The mutual authentication exists above but it 

fails when the group key is communicated to the old 
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vehicle " ", ,t t tG Att Tt
 
in the region because as depicted 

earlier it is possible that an adversary under certain 

circumstances can trick an honest entity to attain and accept 

the incorrect session key as valid, and the TA  will not be 

aware of such mischief as vehicle never intimates the TA  
with respect to the session key it had attained. Thus as a 

result the proposed PW-CPPA-GKA fails to provide mutual 

authentication of the updated session key.  

It is thus evident that PW-CPPA-GKA [33] fails real-time 

application in VANET environment. 

 
V. Proposed Work 

The proposed work comprises of seven phases (i) System 

Initialization Phase, (ii) RSU registration phase, (iii) 

Vehicle Registration Phase, (iv) Authentication Message 

Generation Phase, (v) Authentication Message Verification 

Phase, (vi) Group Key Generation Phase and (vii) 

Authentication Message Generation and Verification Phase 

for Vehicle Exiting Phase. 
 

A. System Initialization 

Trusted Authority specifies the requirement for 

communication and we assume the communication to be 

secure under such initialization and specifications.  The 

following are the specifications: 

(1) Hashing Algorithm ()h  which is collision resistant 

function (belonging to a collision resilient family H). 

The said function takes in a random string input and 

returns a fixed size output i.e. 
*{0,1} {0,1}l  thus it is 

referred to as a compression function. 

(2)  Threshold Modulo Min Range ( RangeMin ) is set for the 

modulus values. This is necessary as all of the entities 

will be generating their own modulus value to 

converge on the group session key, thus they shall 

generate a modulus such that it is greater than this 

threshold as to ensure proper exchange environment. 

The session key will be generated in this RangeMin

parameter. 

(3) Modulus condition Evaluation (
ConditionMod ) rules are 

enabled. This is essential because if all modulus values 

(generated by on-board unit of the vehicle) satisfy the 

given condition (
ConditionMod ); the following will help 

TA to produce new session key ephemerals 

conveniently. 

(4) Sequence number parameter is enabled (on TA, OBU 

and RSU). It is used to overcome suppress replay 

attack and expedite authentication process. 

Here, all the above information is shared by TA  with all 

RSUs and OBUs at the time of registration. 

 
B. Road Side Unit Registration 

In this phase the Road side units (
iRSU , where 

{1,2,.... }i n ) are registered securely with the trusted 

authority TA . Following are the steps:   

 

(1) The 
iRSU
 
connected to a network sends its network 

information to which the said unit is connected to and 

the unique device identifier (
RDI ) such as (ASIN, 

UUID, CPU serial number, some hardware chip 

number, etc.) [35] to TA . 

(2) The TA  then selects a unique identity 
RID , a unique 

static random pseudonym 
RPublicIdentifier  

(generation scheme of pseudonym for RSU  and V  

are different), a long term secret key 
1RKey  and an 

empty random sequence number 
RNumberSequence   

which are securely sent as credentials 

{ ,RPublicIdentifier
1, ,

RR Num rR beID Key Sequence , H

, RangeMin , }ConditionMod to the 
iRSU . Once the creden-

tials are sent, both the TA  and 
iRSU
 
store the cred-

entials
1{ , ,R RRPublicIdentifier ID Key , RDI , }

RNumberSequence .   

C. Vehicle Registration Phase 

In this phase a vehicle ( jV , where {1,2,.... }j n )  is 

securely registered with TA  such that it can initiate 

communication with TA  in the future (for various 

purposes). The following are the steps involved: 
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(1) The jV  selects an unique identity 
VID , a password 

vPwd , a random number 
vNonce  and the current 

timestamp 
vTimestamp . 

(2) The jV
 
computes pseudonym where 

vPublicIdentifier

( )vv vH Nonce ID Timestamp  
 

and hashed 

password where ( vHashedPassword H Pwd

|| )vNonce . 

(3) The jV
 

sends the credentials { ,v vPublicIdentifier ID

, , }vHashedPassword Timestamp  to the TA  securely.  

 

(4) The TA  generates a random number 
TANonce , a 

random sequence number 
vNumberSequence , fetches a 

unique device identifier from the hardware of the 

jOBU  and using its long term key 
1AKey  computes 

1 1 1( || || || )v v A v TATA H Key ID Key DI Nonce  , 
2TA 

1vHashedPassword Key , 
3 (TA H HashedPassword

1|| || || )v v vID DI Key
 
and 

4 1( || )v v vTA H ID Key DI  . 

Now, the TA  assembles and embeds the computed 

information as 1 2{ , , ,vOBUINFO PublicIdentifier TA TA

3 4, , , , }
vv NumberTA TA DI Sequence H  adhered to which the 

said jOBU
 
is securely sent to owner of jV , whereas 

the TA  stores the above credentials securely. Once the 

owner of the jV
 
attains the jOBU , the said owner 

attaches the device jOBU on the vehicle jV
 

and 

embeds the secret nonce 
vNonce
 

onto the jOBU . 

Thus, the complete information present on the jOBU :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 3 4{ , , , , , ,
vv v NumberPublicIdentifier TA TA TA TA DI Sequence

, , }vNonce H .  

 
D. Authentication Message Generation for Group 

Entry Phase 

In this phase, the jOBU
 
of the said vehicle jV

 
generates 

authentication message so that it can attain the group 

session key and communicate with the vehicles in the 

region. The message generated comprises of authentication 

code. The following are the steps: 

(1) The owner of the vehicle jV  enters the selected 

identity 
vID   and the unique password 

vPwd  into the 

on-board unit jOBU . 

(2) The jOBU
 
fetches the random number 

vNonce  and 

computes 
* (HashedPassword H

vPwd || )vNonce ,

*

2 1vTA HashedPassword Key   and 
4 ( ||vTA H ID

1)vKey
*

vDI . Once the above credentials are 

generated then the jOBU
 

further computes 

* * *

1( || || || )v v vH HashedPassword ID DI Key  and checks 

if 
* * * *

1 3( || || || ) ?v v vH HashedPassword ID DI Key TA
 

holds or not. If it doesn‟t then the request is rejected. 

(3) If the authentication is successful, the jOBU
 

now 

fetches the current timestamp 
vTS , nonce 

1vNonce  and 

a random sequence number 
vNumberSequence  (from 

OBUINFO ) . Once the above credentials are generated 

and fetched, the jOBU
 
computes 

1 ( ||v vH H TS ID 

1 1 1|| || || )v v vKey TA DI Nonce , 12 ( || vvH H Nonce TS 

jV  TA  

Selects , , ,v v v vID Pwd Nonce Timestamp  

And computes 

( )v v vvPublicIdentifier H Nonce ID Timestamp   and 

( || )v vHashedPassword H Pwd Nonce . 

Now jV sends 

{ , , , }

Secure Channel (TA)
v v vPublicIdentifier ID HashedPassword Timestamp



 

 

 

Embeds the 
vNonce  into the 

OBUINFO  i.e. 

1 2 3 4{ , , , , ,

, , , }
v

O

N

BU

mber

v

v vu

INFO PublicIdentifier TA TA TA TA

DI Sequence Nonce H



 

Fetches its long term key 
1AKey , a unique device identifier 

vDI  from the 
jOBU  hardware, a random number 

TANonce  and computes 

1 1 1( || || || )v v A v TATA H Key ID Key DI Nonce  ,

2 1vTA HashedPassword Key  , 

3 1( || || || )v v vTA H HashedPassword ID DI Key , 

4 1( || )v v vTA H ID Key DI  . Now, the TA  stores the 

credentials on the on-board unit, thus 

1 2 3 4{ , , , , , ,

, }
v

OBU

Num

v

be

v

r

INFO PublicIdentifier TA TA TA TA DI

Sequence H


. 

1 2 3 4{ , , , , , , , }

Secure Channel (V )

vOBU Numbv ve

i

rINFO PublicIdentifier TA TA TA TA DI Sequence H


 

Figure 2. Overview of Vehicle Registration Phase 
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1 4|| || || )
vv NumberKey TA Sequence and  

3 1( vH H Nonce 

1 1 4|| || || || || || )
vv v v v NumberKey ID TS TA DI TA Sequence . 

Furthermore, the session specific moduli generated by 

the jOBU
 

is as follows: 
1 1: ( ||v vh H Nonce TS

1|| || )v vDI Key , 
12 : ( || || ||v v vh H PublicIdentifier Key TS

1 || )
vNumbv erNonce Sequence and 

13 1: ( || ||v vh H Key Nonce

|| || || )
vNumberv v vDI Sequence TS PublicIdentifier .  

(4) Once the session modulus is generated, the jOBU  

checks whether the moduli values are within the 

threshold value RangeMin
 

and verify the 
ConditionMod

 
condition. If it doesn‟t hold then the jOBU

 
generates 

the authentication message and session modulus in step 

3 again. If the conditions ( RangeMin
 
and 

ConditionMod ) 

hold then the jOBU
 

sends the message 

1 1 2 3{ , , , , }v vMssg PublicIdentifier TS H H H  
 

to 

iRSU  over a public channel. 

(5) The 
iRSU
 

after receiving the message 

1 1 2 3{ , , , , }v vMssg PublicIdentifier TS H H H  
 

checks 

for the freshness of the message i.e. it checks if 

( )R vT TS T    holds (where 
RT  is the time at which 

the 
iRSU  received the message). If the above 

condition does not hold then the 
iRSU
 

rejects the 

request, else the 
iRSU
 
fetches the current timestamp 

RTS  and then computes the following 

0 14 1( || || || || )
RR NumbR erR RH H Nonce Key ID TS Mssg Sequence   , 

5 1 1 0( || || || )R R R RH H DI Mssg TS Key Nonce   , 

6 0 1( || || || || || )
RR R R R R NumberH H Nonce Key ID TS DI Sequence 

. Here the 
RNumberSequence

 
is initialized with a random 

number and the 
iRSU
 
changes the counter (generates 

another random number) for every iteration and the 

change is updated (the stored credentials are updated 

with this sequence number). Finally, the 
iRSU , over a 

public channel, sends the message 

2 4 5 6 1{ , , , , , }R RMssg PublicIdentifier TS H H H Mssg    

to the TA . 
 

 
E. Authentication Message Verification Phase 

In this phase, the TA  proceeds by verifying the 

authentication message and as a result it decides to either 

accept or reject the message.   

(1) The TA  after receiving the message 

2 4 5 6 1{ , , , , , }R RMssg PublicIdentifier TS H H H Mssg  

from the 
iRSU , validates for its freshness by checking 

if ( )TA RT TS T    holds or not. Here TAT  is the time 

at which TA  received the message. If the above 

condition doesn‟t hold, then the TA  rejects the request, 

else the TA  fetches the 
RPublicIdentifier

 
and then 

fetches all the credentials associated with the said 

identifier (
1{ , , }R R RID DI Key ). Following this, the TA  

fetches 
5 1,H Mssg  

and computes 
5 ( RH H DI 

1 1 0

*|| || || )R RRMssg TS Key Nonce , *

4 0( RH H Nonce 

*

1 1|| || || || )
RNuR R rR mbeKey ID TS Mssg Sequence adhered 

to which the TA  checks if 
RNumberSequence

 
is existing 

in storage, if it does then the message is rejected. 

(2) If the above condition is false, the TA  further 

computes and then checks if *

0( ||RH Nonce
1 || RRKey ID

* *

6|| || || ) ?
RNumberR RTS DI Sequence H  holds or not, if it 

doesn‟t then the request is rejected.  If condition does 

satisfy then the TA  updates 
RNumberSequence

 
information. 

(3) If the above condition holds then the TA  proceeds by 

validating the message 
1 { ,vMssg PublicIdentifier

1 2 3, , , }vTS H H H   . Once the message is fetched, the 

TA  fetches 
vTS  and checks if ( )TA vT TS T  

 
holds 

or not. If it doesn‟t then the request is rejected else, the 

TA  fetches the 
vPublicIdentifier
 

and then further 

fetches all the credentials associated with the said 

identifier (
1 1 2 3{ , , , , , }v vvID DI Key TA TA TA ). Subsequent 

to which the TA  computes 
1 (H H  vTS || vID

*

1 1 1|| || || )v v vKey TA DI Nonce  and 1

*

3 ( vH H Nonce 

*

1 1 4|| || || || || || )
vv v v v NumberKey ID TS TA DI TA Sequence

and checks if 
vNumberSequence
 
is existing in storage, if it 

doesn‟t then the message is rejected.  

(4) If the above condition is false then TA  verifies if 
* * * *

41 1 2( || || || || ) ?
vv v Nuv mberH Nonce TS Key TA Sequence H

holds. If the condition does satisfy, then the TA  

updates the 
vNumberSequence
 

information (with 

vNumberNEWSequence ) and communicates it later (when 

session key is exchanged). Thus, if the same message 

is replayed then the request will be rejected as the same 

sequence number doesn‟t exist in the storage. 

 
F. Group-Key Generation Phase 

In this phase, the authenticated vehicles belonging to the 

iRSU  regions attain the common group shared key. In this 

phase, once the vehicle is authenticated, the TA  proceeds 

by generating a session key and distribute it to all the 

entities in the region. This section depicts the scenario 

when there is a presence of one vehicle in the region and 

when there are more than one vehicle in the 
iRSU region. 

(1) If vehicle 
1V  enters the 

iRSU  region and gets 

authenticated by the TA  then the TA  further computes 

session moduli, 
1 1 1: ( || || || )v v v vh H Nonce TS DI Key , 
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12 1: ( || || || || )
vNumberv v v vh H PublicIdentifier Key TS Nonce Sequence

, 13 1: ( || || || ||
vv v v Number vh H Key Nonce DI Sequence TS

|| )vPublicIdentifier contributed by the vehicle 
1V .  

(2) Now the TA  generates current timestamp 
TATS as well 

as nonce 
TANonce  and further computes 

1( || ||v v v TANewPublicIdentifier H Nonce PublicIdentifier TS

1 1|| || || || || )
vv v TA v NumberKey DI Nonce TS Sequence adhered 

to which the TA  selects two random numbers { , }a b  

which are not constrained by the RangeMin  parameter 

(thus ephemeral value can be greater than the min 

range defined value and as a result it can be greater 

than 
2 31{ , , }h h h  respectively). Once the random 

numbers are selected, next the TA  computes a non-

zero 
1[{ mod( )}SessionKey a h  2 3{ mod( )}]mod( )b h h .  

(3) Since the session key is computed, the TA  computes 

7 || || || || ( ||TA vvH a PublicIdentifier b TS h b PublicIdentifier 

1 1 1|| || || || || )
vNumbeT rv v v ANonce a Key ID Nonce NEWSequence

,
8 1 1( || || ||v v v vH h Nonce TS Key PublicIdentifier 

1 1|| )TA T vATS Nonce Nonce  and 
9 1( || vH H a Nonce   

1 1|| || || || || )
Numberv

v Sequenc v TAv ePublicIdentifier Key New TS Nonce

. Following the said computation it unicasts 

3 7 8 9{ , , , }vMssg PublicIdentifier H H H    to the veh-

icle 
1V .  Now, the TA  updates the new pseudonym and 

sequence number while maintaining the old credentials 

(to prevent De-synchronization). 

(4) When the jOBU  at vehicle jV  receives the message 

3Mssg  it fetches 
TATS  from 

7H  and checks if 

( )TAO TS TT     holds (where 
OT  is the fresh 

timestamp generated by jOBU  when it received the 

message 
3Mssg ). Accordingly, jOBU fetches

1TANonce  

,
vNumberNEWSequence  from 

8 9,H H    by computing 

8 1 1( || || || ||v v v v TAH h Nonce TS Key PublicIdentifier TS 

1

*

1) TAvNonce Nonce  , 
* (

vNumberNEWSequence h b

1 1 1|| || || || || ||v v Tv v APublicIdentifier Nonce a Key ID Nonce

)
vNumberNEWSequence (h b || ||vPublicIdentifier

1vNonce
* *

1 1|| || || || )v v TAa Key ID Nonce . Now, the unit 

jOBU
 

fetches 
1TANonce ,

vNumberNEWSequence  and 

verifies it by checking if computed authentication code 

value 1( || vH a Nonce || vPublicIdentifier 1|| vKey

*||
Numberv

NewSequence
* *

1 9|| || ) ?v TATS Nonce H holds. If 

the above condition holds then the jOBU
 
computes 

the new pseudonym 1(v vNewPublicIdentifier H Nonce

1 1|| || || || ||v TA v v TAPublicIdentifier TS Key DI Nonce || vTS

|| )
vNumberSequence

 
together with the non-zero session 

key 
1 2 3[{ mod( )} { mod( )}]mod( )SessionKey a h b h h   

and up-dates the ,
vv NumberPublicIdentifier NEWSequence  

content on 
OBUINFO .  

(5) If another vehicle say 
2V  enters the said 

iRSU  region 

and gets authenticated by the TA  then the TA  

computes 2 2 2 2 2

1 1 1: ( || || || )v v v vh H Nonce TS DI Key , 

2 2 2 2 2 2

1 12 : ( || || || || )
vv v v Nuv mberh H PI Key TS Nonce Sequence

, 2 2 2 2

13 1: ( || ||v v vh H Key Nonce DI
2||

vNumberSequence 2|| vTS

2|| )vPI and attains 1 2

2 2

3

2{ , , }h h h  from 
2V , thus the total 

modulus values are 2 3 1

2

2 3

2 2

1{ , , , , , }h h h h h h . Now, the 

TA  by utilizing the previous session key 
SessionKey

 
generates a random number f

 
(which is again not 

constrained by RangeMin
 
parameter) and computes the 

new session key using 3[( ) mod( )New Session

cKey Key h 

12( ) mod( )]mod( )b af h h (where 1 2 3, ,a b ch h h  are the 

greatest of the two sets of values 
1 2 3{ , , }h h h , 

1 2

2 2

3

2{ , , }h h h
 
attained from 

1 2{ , }V V ). 

(6) Once the new session key is generated, the TA  
initially, by utilizing the parameters of vehicle 

1V
 

generates another random number 
1a
 
(reduces it with 

1mod( )h ) and further computes 1

1

3[ mod( )]NewKey a h

3 1mod( )h b  and checks if reduced 
1b  i.e. 

1 2mod( )b h
 

still satisfies the condition 
1 1[ mod( )NewKey a h  1b

2 3mod( )]mod( )h h . If it doesn‟t then the TA  

regenerates
1a . The TA  can also re-compute 

1 1,a b
 
as 

1 1 1[ ]a a n h   ,
1 1 2[ ]b b m h    ( ( , )n m N  ).  Once 

the new 
1 1,a b  is generated, 

3 { vMssg PublicIdentifier

7 8 9, , , }H H H    
is computed by TA and sent to 

vehicle 
1V . Similarly for vehicle 

2V , the TA  generates 

ephemerals 
2 2( , )a b  using the approach depicted above 

and sends 
2 2

3 { ,vMssg PublicIdentifier 2

7 ,H

2

8H

2

9, }H , which is the fresh authentication message to 

vehicle 
2V . Where once the OBU  of the vehicle 

2V
 

attains the message it validates it, attains the group 

session key, updates the sequence number and its 

pseudonym. Whereas the vehicle 
1V  validates the 

message and attains the group session key. 

The same process continues for n  vehicles entering a given

iRSU  region.  

 
G. Authentication Message Generation and verification 

for Group Leaving Phase 

In this phase, the vehicle jV  desires to exit the 
iRSU  

region. The following are the steps involved in this phase: 
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(1) The 
jOBU  of the vehicle 

jV  generates a new 

timestamp 
1vTS  and computes

9 1 1( || || || vH H a h b Key 

1 1 1|| || || || )v v v TANonce TS PublicIdentifier Nonce , 

10 1 1 1( || || ||
vTA v v NumberH H Nonce Key TS NEWSequence 

|| )a ,  
11 ( ||v TAH H NewPublicIdentifier TS  1|| vTS || b

1|| )vNonce   (here 1,
vNumber vNEWSequence Nonce  are 

from the messages 
3 1,Mssg Mssg ) adhered to which it 

sends the message
4 { vMssg NewPublicIdentifier

1 9 10 11, , , , }vTS H H H    to 
iRSU .  

(2) The 
iRSU  as before, generates the authentication 

message 
5Mssg  similar to 

2Mssg  and sends the 

authentication message to TA . 

(3) TA  authenticates the request from 
iRSU
 
and updates 

the credentials. For authenticating the message 
4Mssg , 

the TA  initially validates its freshness. If the message 

is fresh then the TA  fetches the public identifier 

information and its associated credentials adhered to 

which TA  checks if any of *

9 9?H H 
*

10 10, ?H H 

*

11 11, ?H H   holds. If it holds then the authentication is 

successful, else the request is rejected. Now, the TA  
marks the use of 

vNumberNEWSequence
 
for exit purpose 

i.e. if TA  witnesses the same sequence number 

vNumberNEWSequence from the same vehicle for an exit 

purpose, the request will be rejected. Thus, the 

vNumberNEWSequence can only be used for joining 

purpose in the next iteration. 

(4)  In the above scenario once the vehicle is successfully 

authenticated, the TA  will update the existing hash 

tuple i.e. it will remove all the hashes contributed by 

the vehicle jV
 

and attain new 
21 3{ , , }b cah h h

1 12 3 2 3,{ , , ,..., , , }h h h h h h       adhered to which the TA  

generates a random number f   and generates new 

session key as 
1

3[( ) mod( )New Sessi n

c

oKey Key h   

12( ) mod( )]mod( )b af h h .  

Once the new session key is generated the TA  generates 

( , )a b   pair for all the existing vehicles in the region and 

communicates the same using message 
6Mssg  which is 

similar to that of 
3Mssg . 

 
VI. Password Change Phase 

In this phase, the vehicle jV  desires to change the password 

set on the jOBU  with new password. The following are the 

steps involved in this phase: 

(1) The owner of the vehicle jV  enters the selected identity 

vID   and the unique password vPwd  into the on-board 

unit jOBU . The jOBU  fetches the  

 

Notations 

 

Description 

 

TA   

 

Trusted Authority. 

RSU   Road Side Unit. 

OBU   On Board Unit. 

vPublicIdentifier ,
RSUPublicIdentifier  Pseudonym of 

vehicle or RSU 

identities. 

vNEWPublicIdentifier
 

New pseudonym of 

the vehicle 

, RvID ID  Identity of the user 

or Road Side Unit. 

1AKey  Long term 

symmetric key of 

Trusted Authority. 

1 1,v RKey Key  Long term 

symmetric key of 

OBU and RSU 

respectively. 

()H  Secure One-way 

Cryptographic 

Hash function. 

RangeMin
  

Minimum range 

value set for all 

modulus. 

ConditionMod
 

Condition a 

modulus value 

must satisfy to be 

accepted. 

T  Permissible time 

delay. 

||  Concatenation 

operation. 

, RvDI DI  It is a unique 

identifier of the 

device, either OBU 

or RSU. 

  Bitwise XOR 

operation. 

vPwd  Password set on the 

OBU. 

1 4,TA TA
 

Secure credentials 

used for generating 

authentication 

credentials. 

,
v RNumber NumberSequence Sequence

  
A random sequence 

number of vehicle 

and road side unit. 

SessionKey
  

Current group 

session key 

NewKey
  

New group session 

key 

vTS  Timestamp selected 

by the OBU. 

RTS  Timestamp selected 

by the RSU. 

1 1 1, , ,v v R TANonce Nonce Nonce Nonce  Random number 

generated by OBU, 

RSU and TA 

respectively 

Table I. Notations and descriptions 
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jV  
iRSU  TA  

After successful authentication the 
jV  

fetches its public identifier 

vPublicIdentifier , a random number 

1vNonce , the device identifier 
vDI  and the 

sequence number 
vNumberSequence adhered 

to which jV  computes 
1 ( vH H TS 

1 1 1|| || || || )v v v vID Key TA DI Nonce ,

12 1 4( || || ||v vvH H Nonce TS Key TA 

|| )
vNumberSequence ,

13 ( ||vH H Nonce 

1 1|| || ||v v vKey ID TS TA || vDI 4||TA  

)
vNumberSequence and generates the 

secret session specific modulus 

1 1 1: ( || || || )v v v vh H Nonce TS DI Key , 

12 : ( || ||v v vh H PublicIdentifier Key TS

1|| vNonce || )
vNumberSequence , 

13 1: ( || || ||
vNumbev v v rh H Key Nonce DI Sequence

|| vTS || )vPublicIdentifier . In case when 

the vehicle is exiting the region it sends 

4Mssg . 

1 4/

Public Channel (RSU )i

Mssg Mssg
 

After attaining the message 

3 6/Mssg Mssg  jOBU checks if 

( )TAO TS TT    holds, if it does then the 

jOBU  computes 

8 1 1( || || ||v v v vH h Nonce TS Key PublicIdentifier 
*

11|| ) vTA TATS Nonce Nonce  , 

* (
vNumberNEWSequence h ||b

1 1|| || ||v v vPublicIdentifier Nonce a Key

1

1

* *

1 1

|| || )

( || || ||

|| || || )

vNumberv TA

v

v

v

v TA

ID Nonce NEWSequence

h b PublicIdentifier Nonce a

Key ID Nonce





And checks if *

9 9?H H   holds, if it does 

then the jOBU  computes the session 

key 
1 2 3[ mod( ) mod( )]mod( )SessionKey a h b h h   

and updates the sequence number and 

pseudonym, if it is a new entity in the 

region. 

The 
iRSU  checks if 

( )R vT TS T   holds, if it 

does then the 
iRSU  fetches its 

credentials, generates  random 

number 
RNonce , a sequence 

RNumberSequence
 
and a current 

timestamp 
RTS  and computes 

4 0 1( || || || ||R R RRH H Nonce Key ID TS 

1) RNumberMssg Sequence ,

5 1

1 0

( || ||

|| )

R R

R R

H H DI Mssg TS

Key Nonce

 


, 

6 0 1( || ||

|| || || )
R

R R R

R R Number

H H Nonce Key ID

TS DI Sequence

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 5/

Public Channel (TA)

Mssg Mssg  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The TA  checks if ( )TA RT TS T   holds, if it does 

then the TA  fetches the 0,
RR NumberNonce Sequence  by 

computing  
*

5 1 01( || || || )R R R RH H DI Mssg TS Key Nonce   ,

*

4 0 1 1( || || || ||R R R RH H Nonce Key ID TS Mssg 

*)
RNumberSequence and checks if the sequence 

number exists in the storage, if the above doesn’t 

hold then the TA checks if 
*

6 6?H H   holds. Now TA  

checks if ( )TA vT TS T   holds, if the above 

condition holds then the TA  fetches the 

1, vv NumberNonce Sequence  by computing 

*

1 1 1 1( || || || || )v v v v vH H TS ID Key TA DI Nonce   , 

3 1 1

*

4

1

*( || || || || ||

|| )
v

v v v v

Nu ber

v

m

H H Nonce Key ID TS TA DI

TA Sequence

 


 

And checking if the said 
vNumberSequence  exists in the 

storage, then the TA  checks if 
*

2 2?H H   holds, if 

above holds then the TA  computes 
21 3, ,h h h  adhered 

to which the TA  updates the existing hash value set 

and attains 1 2 3{ , , }a b ch h h (in case of vehicle exiting 

the hash values set is reduced). Once the above 

credentials are attained then the TA  computes the 

new session key 
NewKey  and computes ( , )a b   pairs 

for all the vehicles in the region. The TA  now 

generates 
3Mssg or 

6Mssg   for all the vehicles. 

3 6 3

1 2 3

6/ ,..., /

Public Channel (V , , ,..., )

n n

n

Mssg Mssg Mssg Mssg

V V V
   

Figure 3.  Brief Overview of authentication and key-agreement protocol 
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random number 
vNonce  and in addition to it the 

jOBU computes * (HashedPassword H
vPwd

|| )vNonce , *

2 1vTA HashedPassword Key  ,

*

4 1( || )v v vTA H ID Key DI   adhered to which the 

jOBU  further computes (H HashedPassword || vID

* * *

1|| || )v vDI Key  and checks if *(H HashedPassword

* * *

1 3|| || || ) ?v v vID DI Key TA
 
holds or not.  

(2) Once the condition holds, the jOBU
 
requests the user 

to enter new password credentials. The owner of the 

vehicle jV  enters the new password 'vPwd  
and the 

jOBU  updates the credentials by setting 

( ' || )v vHashedPassword H Pwd Nonce , 
2 'TA 

1' vHashedPassword Key ,
3 ' (TA H Hashed

'Password
1|| || || )v v vID DI Key , 

4 (TA H vID

1|| )v vKey DI  and embeds the new information 

1{ , ,OBU vINFO PublicIdentifier TA 2 'TA 3 4, ',TA TA

, , }vDI H
 
on the on-board unit jOBU . 

 
VII. Security Analysis 

In this section, we provide analysis so that it is evident to 

the readers as of how the proposed scheme is secure against 

various attacks. 

 
A. Formal Verification: Authentication Proof of our 

scheme using BAN Logic 

BAN logic is used for examining the security of 

authentication protocol. Our aim is to ensure that successful 

authentication is taking place (we have defined various 

goals and want to ensure that they are achieved), we use the 

logic defined in [20, 21, 22, 15, 40] to provide security 

proof of our protocol. For attaining the results we have 

utilized approach similar to that of [22, 15]. Following are 

the set of rules. 

1. Message Meaning Rule: 1

| , { }
:

| |~

K

KP P Q P X
R

P Q X

 


  

 

2. Nonce Verification Rule: 2

| #( ), | |~
:

| |

P X P Q X
R

P Q X

 

 
 

3. Jurisdiction Rule: 3

| , | |
:

|

P Q X P Q X
R

P X

   


 

4. Freshness Rule: 4

| #( )
:

| #( , )

P X
R

P X Y




  

5. Belief Rule: 5

| ( , )
:

| ( )

P X Y
R

P X




  

6. Seeing Rule: 6

( , )
:

( )

P X Y
R

P X
  

7. ER1 or Hash Verification Rule (Fetched from [15]): 

7

| , ( , )
:

| |~

KP Q P P f X Y
R

P Q X

 


  

8. Session Key Rule: 8

| #( ), | |
:

| K

P X P Q X
R

P P Q

  

 
   

9. Multipart Message: 9

| , |
:

| ( , )

P X P Y
R

P X Y

 


  

10. Hash Inference Rule: 10

| |~ ( ),
:

| |~

P Q H X P X
R

P Q X




 

Now, we highlight the belief within the protocol adhered to 

which we proceed further. Initial assumptions (beliefs) are,  

(1) 
1 1 4

1 1 4

, , , , ,

, , , , ,

|  

or |

v v v v

v v v v

PublicIdentifier Key TA TA DI ID

PublicIdentifier Key TA TA DI ID

V V TA

TA V TA

 

 
,  

(2) 
1

1

, , ,

, , ,

|  

or |

R R R R

R R R R

PublicIdentifier Key DI ID

PublicIdentifier Key DI ID

RSU RSU TA

TA RSU TA

 

 
, 

 (3) 4 5 6| ( , , , )
RNumberTA RSU H H H Sequence    , 

 (4) 
1 2 3| ( , , )TA V H H H    , 

 (5) 
7 8 9| ( , , )V TA H H H    , 

 (6) | #( , , )v R TATA Timestamp Timestamp Timestamp , 

 (7) | #( , )v TAV Timestamp Timestamp , 

 (8) | #( , )v RRSU Timestamp Timestamp .  

The goals we want to achieve are: 

 (1) 
4 5 6| #( , , )TA H H H   , 

 (2) 
5 64| | ( , , )TA RSU H H H    , 

 (3) | #( )
RNumberTA Sequence , 

(4) | Numb RerSequence
TA TA RSU  , 

 (5)
1 2 3| #( , , )TA H H H   ,  

(6) 
1 2 3| ( , , )TA V H H H    , 

 (7) 21 3, ,
|

h h h
TA TA V  , 

 (8) | sessionKey
TA TA V  , 

 (9) 
7 8 9| #( , , )V H H H   , 

 (10) 
7 8 9| ( , , )V TA H H H    , 

 (11) |
VNumberV Sequence , 

 (12) | NumberV
Sequence

V TA V  , 

 (13) | SessionKey
V TA V  ,  

(14) | | SessionKey
V TA TA V   , 

 (15) | | SessionKey
TA V TA V    . 

We now represent the messages in the idealized form, thus 

we get

1 1 2 3: , , , ,V vRSU Mssg PublicIdentifier Timestamp H H H  

, 

2 4 5 6 1: , , , , ,R RTA Mssg PublicIdentifier Timestamp H H H Mssg  

, 7 8 9, , ,vV PublicIdentifier H H H   .  
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We now provide the proof of our scheme using the BAN 

logic.  

A. Using the message 
2Mssg , rule 

6R  we get  

4 5 6( , , )TA H H H   . 

B. Using previous from step A, belief 2 and rule 
7R we get 

4 5 6| |~ ( , , )TA RSU H H H   . 

C. With the result of step A, belief 6 and rule  
4R  we get 

4 5 6| #( , , )TA H H H   . GOAL 1 

D. With the result of step B, C and rule 
2R  we get 

4 5 6| | ( , , )TA RSU H H H    . GOAL 2 

E. With the result of steps D, belief 3 and rule 
3R we get 

4 5 6| ( , , )TA H H H   . 

F. Using message 
2Mssg , with the result of step E and 

rule 
5R  we derive an important result i.e.  we attain 

|
RNumberTA Sequence (

4| ( , ( ))

|

R

R

Number

Number

TA Sequence H

TA Sequence




) .  

G. Using the result of step C and rule 
4R  we get 

| #( )
RNumberTA Sequence . GOAL 3 

H. With the result of step C, D and rule 
8R we get 

| Numb RerSequence
TA TA RSU  . GOAL 4 

I. Using the message 
1Mssg , rule 

6R  we get  

1 2 3( , , )TA H H H   . 

J. With the result of step I, belief 2 and rule 
7R we get 

1 2 3| |~ ( , , )TA RSU H H H   . 

K. With the result of step I, belief 6 and rule  
4R  we get 

1 2 3| #( , , )TA H H H   . GOAL 5 

L. With the result of step J, K and rule 
2R  we get 

1 2 3| | ( , , )TA V H H H    . GOAL 6 

M. With the result of steps L, belief 4 and rule 
3R we get 

1 2 3| ( , , )TA H H H   . 

N. With the result of step K and rule 
4R  we get 

1| #( , )
vv NumberTA Nonce Sequence .  

O. With the result of step K, L and rule 
8R  we get 

21 3, ,
|

h h h
TA TA V  . GOAL 7 

P. With the result of step K, L and rule   
8R  we get 

| SessionKey
TA TA V  . GOAL 8 

Q. Using the message 
3Mssg , rule 

6R  we get  

7 8 9( , , )V H H H   . 

R. With the result of step Q, belief 1 and rule 7R we get 

7 8 9| |~ ( , , )V TA H H H   . 

S. With the result of step R, belief 7 and rule   
4R  we get 

7 8 9| #( , , )V H H H   . GOAL 9 

T. With the result of step Q, R and rule 
2R  we get 

7 8 9| | ( , , )V TA H H H    . GOAL 10 

U. With the result of steps T, belief 5 and rule 
3R we get 

7 8 9| ( , , )V H H H   . 

V. With the result of step T and rule 
5R  we get 

|
VNumberV Sequence . GOAL 11 

W. Using the result of the steps S, T and rule 
8R  we get 

| NumberV
Sequence

V TA V  . GOAL 12 

X. Using the result of the steps S, T and rule 
8R  we get 

| SessionKey
V TA V  . GOAL 13 

Y. Using the result X, belief 5 and rule 
2R  (similar to 

[22]) we get | | SessionKey
V TA TA V   . GOAL 14 

Z. Using the result P, belief 4 and rule 
2R  (similar to 

[22]) we get | | SessionKey
TA V TA V   . GOAL 15 

 
B. Formal Verification: Authentication proof using 

AVISPA 

AVISPA is a simulation tool for security verification which 

justifies the security of the authentication schemes. It is also 

a software which is of type role related, where each 

participants acts as a role [3, 22]. The AVISPA software is 

first written in HLPSL which is a High Level Protocol 

Specification Language which is then translated into IF 

which is an Intermediate Format lower level language and it 

can directly be read by AVISPA‟s back end. The table II 

depicts the result in OFMC backend. 

 

 

 
C. Formal Analysis: Simulation in Real-or-Random 

oracle model 

In our paper we make use of Real-Or-Random oracle model 

to prove the semantic security of the scheme [13, 50, 57]. A 

design of a security model is very beneficial as it helps us 

in delivering robust security goals. The Real-Or-Random 

% OFMC 

% Version of 2006/02/13 

SUMMARY 

  SAFE 

DETAILS 

  BOUNDED_NUMBER_OF_SESSIONS 

PROTOCOL 

 /home/span/span/testsuite/results/AUTHENTICATION.if 

GOAL 

  as_specified 

BACKEND 

  OFMC 

COMMENTS 

STATISTICS 

  parseTime: 0.00s 

  searchTime: 1.32s 

  visitedNodes: 82 nodes 

  depth: 6 plies 

Table II. Result in OFMC Backend 
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oracle model has following components which are of 

interest: 

(1) Participants:  The participants are the Vehicles (V ) 

and the Trusted Authority ( TA ) where the 

communication is taking place between one of the 

subset of  V  (
iV V ) and aTA , each of the vehicle 

from the subset must communicate keeping the 

abilities of adversary in check. Consider ,
i

u v

V TA 
be the two instances u, v of the subset vehicle u and a 

Trusted Authority v. The above are defined as an 

oracle. 

(2) Accepted State: A given instance say u  will be in 

an accepted state if it has received the last expected 

message from the protocol. The session IDs are defined 

by concatenating every exchanged message (sent and 

received) by the given instance u  in the right order.  

(3) Partnering: Two instances , vu  are said to be 

partners of each other if they satisfy all of the below 

conditions in parallel. (1) The Two instances , vu   

are in the Accepted State, (2) The Two instances 

, vu  are in possession of the same session ID and 

are mutually authenticated and (3) The Two instances 

, vu  are mutual partners of each other. 

(4) Adversary: The adversary has various abilities which 

it might use to disrupt the scheme and perform wicked 

attacks. The adversary can play both active and passive 

attacks; the passive attack is where the adversary is 

observing the communication flow across two 

instances , vu   while active attack is where the 

adversary takes an active part in the communication. 

The adversary can perform various attacks such as 

modification, forging, masquerade, etc. The following 

are the queries which define various adversarial 

abilities. (1) ( , )u vExec   : It is a passive attack 

where the adversary is able to capture various 

messages which are passed through the channel and the 

goal of the adversary here is to attain useful 

information to attain useful information from the 

communication, thus it can be viewed as a basic 

eavesdropping. (2) ( , )uSND Msg : It is an active 

attack where an adversary tries to impersonate an 

honest vehicle 
iV V by sending fraudulent message 

Msg and it receives a reply/response from TA , in this 

attack an adversary usually takes a message from the 

previously exchanged sessions and tries to tamper with 

the message or replay (or suppress replay) the same 

message again, in hope it gets accepted. (3)

( ) :OBU

uCorrupt   It is an attack where the adversary is 

able to attain all the credentials from the On-Board 

Unit ( OBU ), the said will be used by an adversary to 

gain secret information about either the password or 

the keys so that the adversary can impersonate the 

vehicle 
iV V . (4) ( ) :uTest   The said query is used 

to model the sematic security of the session key, the 

above query executed for a session then the said query 

returns the session key to the adversary or a random 

string length equivalent to the size of the actual key, 

the output is based on the initial assumption of bit „b‟ 

made by an adversary. For instance, if the bit „b‟ is 

guessed correctly then the said query returns the 

session key. If the previous assumption is wrong then a 

random string of same length is returned; thus we can 

say that the sematic security of the session key depends 

on the adversary ability to guess the bit „b‟. 

 

Theorem1. In the proposed scheme, the advantage of an 

adversary 
KAV

p

ANETAdv   for breaking the semantic security 

of session key can be concluded as 
2 2

| | | |

KAVANET h s nd

p

eq q
Adv

H D
  , 

where , ,| |,| |h sendq q H D  are the number of hash queries, 

number of send queries, space of secure one-way hash 

function and the size of password dictionary respectively. 

Proof. For proving the semantic security of the session key, 

we distribute the proof across different games and through 

succession of each game the ability of the adversary is 

increasing. The advantage 
KAV

p

ANETAdv
 
that the adversary 

A , throughout these games can attain, is taken by finding 

the differences between them. We define a game as 
SKV

i

ANETG  which means that the i
th

 game is being played by 

the adversary A  to break the semantic security of the 

proposed scheme and attain the group session key. 

Game0: 0

SKVANETG is a real attack in the random oracle 

model, where an adversary A guesses the bit „b‟ before 

beginning of the games. According to definition we have 

 

0| 2Pr[ ] 1|KAVANET

pAdv succ 
                   

(1) 

 

Where succ  defines an event where the adversary A  is 

successful in breaking the semantic security of the proposed 

key agreement protocol.  

Game1: 1

SKVANETG
 
is a passive attack where the adversary 

is eavesdropping on the public channel where the 

communication is taking place between the vehicle and the 

trusted authority. Thus in this game an adversary launches 

()Exec  query and based on the attained information from 

the said communication, the adversary executes ()Test  

query and then decides whether the output is the actual 

session key or a random number. It can be easily concluded 

that even when above two queries are provoked, the 

adversary will not be successful in breaking the semantic 

security of the proposed scheme as [( )New SessionKey Key

3 2 1mod( ) ( ) mod( )]mod( )c b ah f h h and the information about 

the 
NewKey  is not present on any of the exchanged message 
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1 3{ , ,Mssg Mssg 4Mssg 6, }Mssg  whereas the information 

about the Modulus crumbs (
1{ vNonce , TANonce , vDI 1, vKey

, }
vNumberSequence ) present on the message 

1 4{ , }Mssg Mssg
 

will be enough for an adversary to generate the values of 

moduli being 
1 1 1: ( || || || )v v v vh H Nonce TS DI Key , 

12 : ( || ||v v vh H PublicIdentifier Key TS 1|| vNonce

|| )
vNumberSequence , 

13 1: ( || || ||
vNumbev v v rh H Key Nonce DI Sequence

|| || )v vTS PublicIdentifier . But the adversary will not be 

able to do so because the adversary needs to find multiple 

collisions to converge and attain the session modulus 

values. In the above game, if the key space is large then no 

information can be archived by the adversary using the 

above game, thus we conclude that 

 

                    0 1| Pr[ ] Pr[ ] | 0Succ Succ 
                   

(2) 

 
 
 

Game2: 2

SKVANETG is an active attack, where an adversary A  

is taking an active part in the communication, it is where an 

adversary has an access to ()SND  query, thus an adversary 

is sending a query and is attaining a response in return from 

the TA . In this game the adversary procures an access to 

both ()SND
 
query and an oracle 

OracleH , thus an adversary 

A  queries hash oracle to find a successful collision to 

produce fraudulent messages which will be accepted and in 

turn result in successful authentication of the adversary A . 

In the proposed scheme, the message 
1Mssg  comprising 

1 2 3{ , , }H H H   (where
1 1( || ||v v vH H TS ID Key  1|| TA

1|| )v vDI Nonce , 12 1( || ||v v vH H Nonce TS Key 
4|| TA

|| )
vNumberSequence , 13 1( || || || ||v vv vH H Nonce Key ID TS 

1TA
 

|| vDI 4|| TA )
vNumberSequence ) is bounded by a public 

identifier (which is updated after every session) and a 

timestamp, same holds for 
3Mssg  which comprises of 

7 8 9{ , , }H H H    (where the values of 
7H ,

8H , 
9H  are  

7 1|| || || || ( || ||v TA v vH a PublicIdentifier b TS h b PublicIdentifier Nonce 

1 1|| || || || )
vv v TA Numbera Key ID Nonce NEWSequence ,

8 1 1 1( || || || || )v v v v TA TAH h Nonce TS Key PublicIdentifier TS Nonce  

1vNonce ,
9 1( || vH H a Nonce  || vPublicIdentifier 1|| vKey

||
Numberv

SequenceNew
1|| || )v TATS Nonce ). Thus we can conclude 

that there will be no successful collisions in the ()SND
 

query due to presence of fresh timestamp and a unique 

public identifier for every session. We utilize a conclusion 

associated with hash function from birthday paradox in 

order to prove the advantage of an adversary to break the 

semantic security of the proposed key agreement protocol. 

According to birthday paradox, the success of finding a 

collision is 
2

2 | |

hq

H
. Thus, from the above we have

 

                                                              

                                                                                                  

       

2

1 2| Pr[ ] Pr[ ] |
2 | |

hq
Succ Succ

H
 

                   
(3) 

 

Game3: 3

SKVANETG  is an attempt made by an adversary to 

derive secret values present on the on-board unit ( OBU ), 

so that the adversary can be successful in performing 

various wicked attacks. In this game, an adversary is given 

an access to the ()OBUCorrupt  query, thus the adversary is 

now in possession of 
1 2 3{ , , ,vPublicIdentifier TA TA TA 4, ,TA  

, , }
vv NumberDI Sequence H  but in order to successfully attain 

the exchanged session key credentials, an adversary must 

rely on a successful dictionary attack to attain useful 

information and use the OBU . Thus, we can conclude 

                        

 
             2 3| Pr[ ] Pr[ ] |

| |

sendq
Succ Succ

D
 

      
        

(4) 

 

Game4: 4

SKVANETG
 
is a continuation of 3

SKVANETG  where 

final attempt is made, here all of the above queries can be 

utilized by an adversary A  to break the semantic security of 

the proposed group key agreement protocol to attain the 

session key. If even now the adversary is unable to break 

the semantic security and attain the session key then the 

adversaries attempt to disrupt the scheme lies in a guess. 

Thus we have 

   
3

1
Pr[ ]

2
Succ                     (5) 

 

The result of step (5) can be utilized to conclude to the 

desired result delineated earlier. Now, utilizing the 

traingular inequality we have 

     
2

1 3| Pr[ ] Pr[ ] |
2 | | | |

h sendq q
succ succ

H D
                (6) 

 

Since, the value of 
3

1
Pr[ ]

2
Succ 

 
(attained from (5)) we 

have 
2

1

1
| Pr[ ] |

2 2 | | | |

h sendq q
succ

H D
   , using this result and 

the result of (1), (2) we attain the following result 
2

0

1
2[Pr[ ] ] 2[ ]

2 2 | | | |

h sendq q
succ

H D
   and we also achieve   (7) 

 

              

       

2 2

| | | |

KAVANET h s nd

p

eq q
Adv

H D
 

                         

(7) 

 

Hence, we conclude that if the given hash space and the 

relative size of dictionary is large then it is infeasible for an 

adversary to break the semantic security and attain the 

session key. 
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Theorem2. The proposed scheme conditionally prevents the 

identity and secret information of the vehicle when the 

messages are communicated over the network. The 

advantage the adversary will have in extracting all the 

useful information in impersonating can be given by
23

2 | |

attain

A

hq
Adv

H
 . 

Proof. We play another game Brk

iG
 
where the adversary is 

given access to ()Exec , ()SND  queries and a hash oracle 

OracleH , thus now the adversary attains 
1 3{ , }Mssg Mssg  

adhered to which it finds collision in 
2H  (the advantage 

for finding a successful collision using birthday paradox is 

1

2

2 | |

temp h

A

q
Adv

H
 ) and then xors the value of 

vNumberSequence  

with
3H . Then it finds a collision in 

3H  (the advantage in 

this case is 2

2

2 | |

temp h

A

q
Adv

H
 ) adhered to this the 

adversary must xor the value of attained 
1vNonce  with 

1
H  

and find collision in it (the advantage here is 

3

2

2 | |

temp h

A

q
Adv

H
 ) , thus as a result the adversary has now 

successfully attained the subsequent values 
1{ ,v vNonce ID

1 1 4, , , , , }
vv NumbervDI Key Sequence TA TA . Once the adversary 

has attained the said values, 
1{ ,v vNonce ID , vDI

11 4, , , , }
vNumbervKey Sequence TA TA

 
the adversary computes 

1 1 1: ( || || || )v v v vh H Nonce TS DI Key , 
2 : ( vh H PublicIdentifier

1 1|| || || || )
vv v v NumberKey TS Nonce Sequence ,

13 : ( vh H Key

1|| || || || || )
vNumbev rv v vNonce DI Sequence TS PublicIdentifier

 
and then captures the message 

3Mssg   for attaining the 

values of ( , )a b  pair (the adversary after attaining the value 

of these pairs, computes and procures the common session 

key). Moreover, in case of message 
3Mssg , the adversary 

also attains the value of new sequence number 

vNumberNEWSequence . Now, using the birthday paradox we 

have a total advantage of 
2

3 [ ]
2 | |

hq

H
 , we can thus conclude 

that by using the queries ()Exec , ()SND  (while 

performing the passive and active attacks) and a hash oracle 

OracleH  the advantage the adversary A  has is 

1 32

23

2 | |

temptemp temp attain

A

h

A A A

q
Adv Adv Adv Adv

H
    . 

 
D. Informal Security Analysis 

In this section security analysis of the proposed scheme is 

presented, the security analysis depicts as of how the 

proposed scheme is secure against various attacks. This 

section depicts as of how the proposed work overcomes 

various vulnerabilities depicted in analysis of [33] and also 

presents as of how the proposed work is secure against the 

attacks mentioned in the introduction section. 

 

Proposition 1. The proposed scheme preserves the identity 

and the device identifier information. 

Proof. In the proposed scheme the vehicle makes use of an 

unique random pseudonym 
vPublicIdentifier  (which 

changes after every session) to communicate with the TA  

via 
iRSU . The pseudonym initially comprises of (H

vNonce )v vID Timestamp 
 
and since the adversary does 

not possess the knowledge of { vNonce
 
, }vTimestamp , thus 

the adversary cannot guess the value of identity of the 

vehicle, whereas in the later stages the value 

1 1( || || ||v v v TA vNewPublicIdentifier H Nonce PublicIdentifier TS Key

1|| || || || )
vv TA v NumberDI Nonce TS Sequence  and since there is 

no presence of identity here, the adversary cannot attain any 

useful information about identity using the updated 

pseudonym information. To attain the device identifier and 

identity information the adversary has to find collisions in 

the message 
1 3,Mssg Mssg  comprising 

1 3 7{ , , }H H H    but 

the adversary cannot attain the above credentials due to 

difficulty in finding collisions in the hash function.  

 

Proposition 2. The proposed scheme provides traceability 

Proof. In the proposed scheme based on the pseudonym 

vPublicIdentifier  the trusted authority TA  can fetch the true 

identity credentials which are securely stored. Moreover, 

since the pseudonym 
vPublicIdentifier  and authentication 

message 
1Mssg  is dynamic and constantly changing it is 

computationally infeasible for any corrupted entity to 

derive true user identity credentials. Thus, as a direct 

consequence only the TA  can trace valid entities in the 

region. 

 

Proposition 3. The proposed scheme provides un-

linkability. 

Proof. In the proposed scheme, the authentication message 

is sent when vehicle is entering or exiting the region. The 

jOBU
 
of the vehicle proceeds by generating authentication 

message 
1Mssg  for which jOBU  computes the following 

1 1 1 1( || || || || )v v vv vH H TS ID Key TA DI Nonce   , 2H 

11 4( || || || || )
vv v NumbervH Nonce TS Key TA Sequence , 3 (H H 

1 11 4|| || || || || || )
vv v v v NumbervNonce Key ID TS TA DI TA Sequence  

and sends the message 
1 { ,v vMssg PublicIdentifier TS  

1 2 3, , , }H H H    to 
iRSU . The 

iRSU  after validating the 

message 
1Mssg , computes 

4 0 1( || ||R RRH H Nonce Key ID 
 

1|| || )
RNu berR mTS Mssg Sequence , 

5 1( ||RH H DI Mssg 
 

|| RTS 1 0|| )R RKey Nonce , 6 0 1( ||R RH H Nonce Key 

|| ||RID ||RTS RDI || )
RNumberSequence

 
and sends the message 
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2 { , ,R RMssg PublicIdentifier TS
 4 5 6 1, , , }H H H Mssg    

to 

the TA  over a public channel. Due to presence of fresh 

timestamp, random authentication credentials and 

pseudonym 
vPublicIdentifier
 

on every message it is not 

feasible for an adversary to link two authentication message 

from the same vehicle. 

 

Proposition 4. The proposed scheme withstands known key 

attack. 

Proof. If an adversary knows the current session key 

Ses

t

sionKey  then it is not feasible for an adversary to predict 

the future non-zero session key 1

Sess

t

ionKey  as the new 

session key is generated using the old session key Ses

t

sionKey

, a new random number 1tf   and 2 31{ , , }b cah h h (which 

could be updated, as there will be elimination of modulus 

values contributed by the said entity) as 

3

1

2 1[( ) mod( ) ( ) mod( )]mod( )t c

New Session

t b aKey Key h f h h  . 

Here, the TA  generates ( , )a b   pairs and distribute it to all 

the vehicles in the region via 
3Mssg
 
or 

6Mssg  Thus, even 

if an adversary is able to capture any of the ( , )m ma b
 
from 

the distributed 
3Mssg  or 

6Mssg , the adversary will not be 

able to attain the future session key as the adversary does 

not have any corresponding 2 31{ , , }h h h    value to 

converge on the session key. Thus, the knowledge of 

current session key will provide sufficient information for 

an adversary to converge on the future session keys. 

 

Proposition 5. The proposed scheme withstands offline 

password guessing attack. 

Proof. It will be infeasible for an adversary to predict the 

password in the proposed work as both the authentication 

messages 
1 1 2 3{ , , , , }v vMssg PublicIdentifier TS H H H    

and 
4 1 9 10 11{ , , , , }v vMssg NewPublicIdentifier TS H H H  

 
do not possess any password related information on them. 

Thus as a result, the adversary will not be able to predict 

authentication related information. 

 

Proposition 6. The proposed scheme withstands De-

synchronization attack 

Proof. In this particular attack, either the pseudonym 

PublicIdentifier , session key sessionKey
 

or the sequence 

number 
xNumberSequence  are different in the memory of 

, jTA V . In the proposed scheme, the TA  sends an 

authentication message which mainly comprises of  

3 7 8 9{ , , , }vMssg PublicIdentifier H H H    (
7 ||H a 

1|| || || ( || ||v v vTAPublicIdentifier b TS h b PublicIdentifier Nonce

|| a 1|| || ||v vKey ID
1)

vNumberTANonce NEWSequence ,
8 (H h 

1 1|| || || ||v v v v TANonce TS Key PublicIdentifier TS 1) TANonce

1vNonce , 9 1( || ||v vH H a Nonce PublicIdentifier  1|| vKey

||
Numberv

SequenceNew
1|| || )v TATS Nonce ). And if the vehicle exits 

the region it sends the authentication message 

4 1 9 10 11{ , , , , }v vMssg NewPublicIdentifier TS H H H  
 

to 

the TA  where the TA  can verify credentials by validating 

the message i.e. if 
* * *

9 9 10 10 11 11? , ? , ?H H H H H H       holds, 

if it does then the TA  can be certain that the same group 

key, new sequence number and random number was 

exchanged. Thus, as a result the proposed work withstands 

De-synchronization. Moreover, if the above validating 

message fails then TA  maintains the log of previous 

sequence number and perform resynchronization by 

tracking the vehicle in the next 
iRSU  region. 

 

Proposition 7. The proposed scheme presents mutual 

authentication. 

Proof. The user sends the authentication message 
1Mssg   

along with its sequence number 
vNumberSequence , thus as a 

result, when the TA  receives the message it authenticates 

the user. Moreover, when the message 
3Mssg  (where 

7 || || || || ( ||TA vvH a PublicIdentifier b TS h b PublicIdentifier 

1|| vNonce 1 1|| || || || )v v TAa Key ID Nonce
vNumberNEWSequence ,

8H  1 1( || || || ||v v v v TAh Nonce TS Key PublicIdentifier TS

1 1) T vANonce Nonce  ,
9 1( || ||v vH H a Nonce PublicIdentifier 

 
1|| ||

Numberv
v SequenceKey New

1|| || )v TATS Nonce ) is sent by the 

TA  to the jOBU  of the vehicle jV  then the jOBU  

validates the attained message and if validation holds, the 

jOBU
 

is certain that the communicating entity is 

legitimate. Thus, as a result the jV
 
has been validated by 

TA  and TA  has been validated by jV . Same holds when 

the vehicle exits the given region 
iRSU  (thus under both 

the condition there is a presence of mutual authentication). 

 

Proposition 8. The proposed scheme resists replay and 

suppress replay attacks. 

Proof. The replay attack can easily be detected by checking 

if the attained message lies within the threshold T . The 

above holds for all the messages i.e. 
1 2 3{ , ,Mssg Mssg Mssg

 

4 5 6, , , }Mssg Mssg Mssg . In the proposed scheme, the 

suppress replay attack can be detected as the jOBU  (of the 

jV ) makes use of a unique session sequence number 

vNumberSequence  which is updated and communicated by TA  

(to jOBU ) for every iteration, if the sequence numbers 

attained from the authentication message 
1Mssg (after 

checking for its freshness) is not existing in the storage unit 

of TA then the message is fresh but replayed as a result the 

request gets rejected.  In case of message 4Mssg , the TA  

keeps track of the new sequence number 
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vNumberNEWSequence and if the group exit request is again 

replayed, the TA  can detect it (the 
vNumberNEWSequence has 

to be legally used for next group joining request only) as 

generation of both group joining and exiting schemes are 

different. Furthermore, in the case of message from 
iRSU
 

(for messages 
2 4,Mssg Mssg ), if the sequence number is 

existing on the storage unit of TA  then the message is 

discarded.  

 

Proposition 9. The proposed scheme provides perfect 

forward secrecy. 

Proof. In the proposed scheme, when the vehicle jV  is 

exiting the region, the TA  computes a new session using 

the old session key t

SessionKey , a new random number 1tf   

and 2 31{ , , }b cah h h
 

(which could be updated) being 

3

1

2 1[( ) mod( ) ( ) mod( )]mod( )t c

New Session

t b aKey Key h f h h  . 

Once the new session key is generated the TA  sends the 

authentication message 
6Mssg (similar to 

3Mssg ) to all the 

vehicles. The jOBU   exiting vehicle jV  although knows 

the key t

SessionKey
 
but the said jOBU

 
has no knowledge of 

either 1tf   or possess any valid modulus, 
 
as a result the 

jOBU
 
even if given access to any of ( , )a b   pair, will not 

be able to attain the new session key 
NewKey . Thus, the 

proposed scheme provides perfect forward secrecy.  

 

Proposition 10. The proposed scheme provides perfect 

backward secrecy. 

Proof. In the proposed work, when the vehicle jV  enters 

the said 
iRSU  region (comprising of t  vehicles), the 

jOBU  of the vehicle jV  sends the authentication message 

1Mssg  adhered to which if the authentication is successful 

then the TA  updates the session key being 

3

1

2 1[( ) mod( ) ( ) mod( )]mod( )t c

New Session

t b aKey Key h f h h  . 

Thus, once the session key is updated then the TA sends the 

authentication message 
3Mssg
 
to the vehicle jV , thus by 

the knowledge of the new session key 
NewKey , the 

adversary will not be able to attain the previous session key 

Ses

t

sionKey . Thus, as a result the proposed scheme provides 

perfect backward secrecy. 

 

Proposition 11. The proposed scheme withstands 

impersonation attack. 

Proof. In the proposed work, if an adversary desires to get 

authenticated by the TA , then the said adversary will have 

to generate a successful authentication message i.e.  

1 1 2 3{ , , , , }v vMssg PublicIdentifier TS H H H   . Since the 

adversary does not have any knowledge of 
41{ ,TA TA

 
,

vNumberSeqeunce 1, , , }v v vKey DI ID , thus the adversary can-

not generate successful authentication message which will 

be accepted by TA  as legitimate. Moreover, the suppress 

replay attack will also be detected and the authentication 

request will be rejected. Hence, The proposed scheme 

withstands impersonation attack. 

 

Proposition 12. The proposed scheme withstands 

modification attack. 

Proof. In the proposed work, if there is modification in the 

any of the communicated message i.e. 
1 2{ ,Mssg Mssg

 

3, Mssg 4 5 6, , , }Mssg Mssg Mssg
 
then it can be detected as 

the corresponding message authentication code will not 

match. Thus, as a result the proposed scheme withstands 

modification attack. 

 

Proposition 13. The proposed scheme withstands known 

session specific temporary information attack. 

Proof. In the proposed work, the following 

1 1 1: ( || || || )v v v vh H Nonce TS DI Key , 
2 : ( vh H PublicIdentifier

1 1|| || || || )
vv v v NumberKey TS Nonce Sequence , 

13 : ( vh H Key

1|| || || ||
vNumbv v verNonce DI Sequence TS || )vPublicIdentifier

 
. Thus, the knowledge of session specific temporary 

information such as { ,vPublicIdentifier 1,vNonce  

vNumberSequence , }vTS  will not be sufficient for an adversary 

to predict the session key or the new pseudonym. Thus, the 

adversary will not be able to compute the session key or the 

new pseudonym as the adversary cannot derive the value of 

2 31{ , , }h h h  or 
1 1( || || ||v v TA vH Nonce PublicIdentifier TS Key

1|| || || || )
vv TA v NumberDI Nonce TS Sequence due to insufficient 

information. Thus, the proposed work is secure against 

known session specific temporary information attack. 

 
VIII. Performance Analysis 

 

  

Cryptographic 

Operation  

Execution Time 

Operation 

Running Time 

(milliseconds) 

sm eccT 
 Elliptical Curve 

multiplication 

0.442 ms 

pa eccT   Elliptical Curve 

Addition 

0.0018 ms 

sm bpT   Scalar Multiplication 

Bilinear Pairing 

1.709 ms 

bpT  Bilinear Pairing 4.211 ms 

mtpT  Map-to-Point hash 

operation 

4.406 ms 

pa bpT   Point Addition Bilinear 

Pairing 

0.0071 ms 

hT  Hash Operation 0.0001 ms 

ExpT  Modular 

Exponentiation 

0.522 ms 

/E DT  Symmetric Key 

Encryption/Decryption 

0.1303 ms 

InvT  Modular Inverse 0.174 ms 

TABLE III. EXECUTION TIME OF DIFFERENT CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATIONS 
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 The performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated with 

other relevant work in the context of security features, costs  

and execution time. The said analysis proves that the 

proposed work has real-time application in VANET 

environment. The previous section focused on proving 

security of the proposed work focusing on both formal and 

informal security verification and analysis which proved the 

security of the proposed work against various attacks. This 

section highlights overall overheads in terms of computation 

and communication cost, thus providing supporting data as to 

prove the effectiveness of the scheme.   
 
A. Execution Time of Different Schemes  

In this section, the execution cost and time of the proposed 

work is compared with that of other schemes‟. The 

execution time of different cryptographic operations can be 

viewed in table III and the overall execution time of 

different schemes can be viewed in table IV. The execution 

of different cryptographic operation is taken from [33, 22]. 

Thus the execution environment can be viewed in [33, 22]. 

The Table III depicts the overall execution time of different 

schemes.  

In the proposed work the total computation cost is 18 hT  

because when the vehicle jV  owner enters the 

authentication credentials { , }v vID Pwd  the  jOBU  

computes 3 hT  to extract long term key 
1v

Key  and validate 

authentication credentials. If the authentication credentials 

are valid then the jOBU  generates authentication 

credentials and session modulus which takes computation 

 

 

 

time of 6 hT
 

adhered to which the 
iRSU  sends the 

authentication message which results in total computation 

time of 3 hT . Once the TA  attains the authentication 

credentials the TA  computes 6 hT  to validate both the 

requests from jOBU and
iRSU . Thus, from the above desc-

ription it is evident that the proposed scheme takes the total 

computation cost as 18 hT . The execution cost of different 

schemes can be viewed in [5, 33, 50, 14, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 

65, 66, 67] respectively. The total execution time of the 

different schemes (for authentication message generation 

and verification phases) can be viewed in table IV and 

figure 4. 

 
B. Total Communication Overhead 

We assume the size of message digest to be 64 bytes, size 

of timestamp to be 4 bytes, device identifier to be 8 bytes, 

Public Identifiers to be 16bytes, while all other values are 

taken to be 64 bytes. For [5]     Yang    et    al.    the     

authentication  message  is  { ,( ) ,
jRSUID  { ,i iPid r , ,i ss t

, } }imsg   where total cost results in 64X1 + 64X1 + 64X4 

(message is 128 bytes, r and s occupy 64 bytes each 

whereas the public identifier is 16 bytes) + 4 = 404 bytes. 

For PW-CPPA-GKA [33] the authentication message is 

{ , , , }
i j i

j

v irID M Tr atr  where , , , ,
j j j j jv v v v v jM AID e y T atv

, ( ||
j jj v vatv H A ID  || )

jvT and ( || || )ji i

j

iatr H Mv SKr Tr  

 

 

 

 

Schemes  Total Computation Cost Total Execution Time 

[5] 
/4 12E D hT T

  
0.522 ms 

 [33] 10 hT
  

0.001 ms 

 [50] 
/2 6E D hT T

  

0.261 ms 

 [14] 3 2 InvExpT T
 

1.914 ms 

[60] 24 hT
 

0.0024 ms 

[61] 
/2 8E D hT T

 
0.261 ms 

[62] 17 6 12sm ecc c hpa ecT T T  
 

7.526 ms 

[63] 4 3 1sm ecc p cch a eT T T    1.770 ms 

[64] 3 2bp mtp sm eccT T T     21.887 ms 

 [65] 12 8 2Exp h invT T T    6.6128 ms 

[66] 4 6 4sm ecc bp h expT T T T   
  

8.068 ms 

[67] 3 4 1bp sm ecc hT T T 
  

14.321 ms 

Our 18 hT   
0.0018 ms 

TABLE IV. EXECUTION TIME OF AUTHENTICATION MESSAGE GENERATION AND VERIFICATION PHASE OF DIFFERENT SCHEMES 
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thus the authentication message size is 64X5 + 4 + 4 = 328 

bytes. For HCPA-GKA [50] the authentication message is 

{ , , , }
i j ir v r iID M T atr  (in { , , , }

j j i iv v v jvM AID u T atv  
jvAID

, ,
iv iu atv  are 64 bytes each and 

ivT is 4 bytes) thus the 

overall length of authentication message is 64X3 + 4 + 

64X2 + 4= 328 bytes. For Paliwal et al. [14] three message 

exchanges are made to ensure identity exchange of the user 

({( ) ( ) , ( ) , ( ) }x xzz yxz yg id g g ) thus as a result 64X3 = 192 

bytes are communicated for exchanging identity 

information. For Wazid et al. [60] the messages 

1 2 1 7 3 4 5 2{ , , , , },{ , , }M M T M T M M T are exchanged where 

messages M  comprise hash based information thus, the 

total message size is 64X5 + 4X3 = 332 bytes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

For Zhang et al. [61] the authentication message is 

1 1 2{ , , , ( )s jT Y Y E n  2 3 4, , , , , }j jT Y Y r AID   thus, the total 

communication cost is 4 + 64X2 + 64 + 4 + 64X2 + 64X 2 

= 456 bytes. The Zhou et al. [62] scheme the authentication 

message is { , , , , , , },HA j vj j FAj FAID AID E T h E T  16X2 + 64 + 

4 + 64X2 + 4 + 64 = 296 bytes.  For Assar et al. [63] the 

authentication message is ,1 ,2{ , , , , , , }i i i i i i iPID T m R W s s  thus, 

the total communication cost is 64X1 + 4 + 64X5 = 388 

bytes. For Pournaghi et al. [64] the authentication message 

is 
1 2{ , }i iPID PID , { , , , }

ji i RSi UPID M ID  thus, the total 

communication cost is 64X6 = 384 bytes. For 

Muthumeenakshi et al. [65] the authentication message is 

1 212 1 2{ , , , },{ , },{ , },{ , , , },{ ,A B s A B AS Bid id X X id Z id Z id id Y Y id id  

 

 

 

 

Schemes  Total Communication Cost 

[5] 404 bytes 

 [33] 328 bytes 

 [50] 328 bytes 

 [14] 192 bytes 

[60] 332 bytes 

[61] 456 bytes 

[62] 296 bytes 

[63] 388 bytes 

[64] 384 bytes 

[65] 1408 bytes 

[66] 192 bytes 

[67] 260 bytes 

Our 424 bytes 

Figure 4. Total Execution Time of Different Schemes 
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1 2, , }Y Y ,{ , },{ , },{ , },{ , }A A BAB ABB        thus, the total 

cost of communication is 64X4 + 64X2 + 64X2 + 64X4 + 

64X4 +64X2 +64 X2 +64X2 = 1408 bytes.  For Balaji et 

al.[66] the authentication message is { , , }a userdel input key

which results in 64X3 = 192 bytes. For Zhong et al. [67] the 

authentication message is { , , , , }i i i i iPID m vpk t   where 
it  is 

the timestamp and thus the overcall communication 

overheads  becomes  64X3 + 4 + 64X1 = 260 bytes.  In  the 

proposed scheme the authentication message is 

2 4 5 6 1{ , , , , , }R RMssg PublicIdentifier TS H H H Mssg     

Where 14 0 1( || || || || )R R R RH H Nonce Key ID TS Mssg 

RNumberSequence ,
5 1( || ||R RH H DI Mssg TS 

1|| )RKey 0RNonce ,

6 0 1( || || ||R R R RH H Nonce Key ID TS 

|| || )
RNumberRDI Sequence

 
and 

1 { vMssg PublicIdentifier  

1 2 3, , , , }vTS H H H    which further comprises of  

1 1 1 1( || || || || )v v vv vH H TS ID Key TA DI Nonce   , 
2H

1 1 4( || || || || )
vv v NumbervH Nonce TS Key TA Sequence  and

13 1( || || ||vv v vH H Nonce Key ID TS  1 4|| || || )vTA DI TA

vNumberSequence . Thus, the total communication cost is 16 

+ 4 + 64X3 + (16 + 4 + 64X3) = 424 bytes.  Table V and 

Figure 5 depicts the total communication cost. Although, 

the communication cost is slightly higher than the cited 

prior arts but it can be justified as the proposed work 

possess more features (Table VI depicts various security 

features) than others and is faster than many other schemes. 

Thus, the proposed work is much more suitable for VANET 

environment than the existing lightweight authentication 

scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 
C. Security Features 

In this section we take up features provided by the proposed 

scheme and make tangible comparison with the other 

relevant scheme. Table VI. Compares the various security 

features. “YES” implies that the proposed scheme can 

withstand the said attack or it possesses the said feature. 

While “NO” states that the said work cannot withstand the 

given attack or it doesn‟t possess the given feature. 

 
IX. Conclusion 

In this paper we presented a lightweight authentication and 

key agreement protocol suitable for VANET environment. 

The proposed work makes use of dynamic session modulus  

contributed by each entity to converge on the given session 

key, the said modulus set is dynamic itself as the vehicles 

are exiting and entering the region. Moreover, we present a 

secure way of updating the pseudonyms of the vehicle 

while ensuring its privacy. The authentication message and 

pseudonym update phases are in such a fashion that 

knowledge of identity or the authentication message of the 

vehicle will not be sufficient for an adversary to trace the 

vehicle. Security of the proposed work is witnessed with  

the help of AVISPA, BAN logic and simulation in Real-or-

Random oracle model. Moreover, the security is of the 

scheme is further enhanced by making use of different 

sequence numbers during vehicle entry and exit phases. The 

security analysis and simulation results convey that the 

proposed scheme is secure and is highly capable of 

application in VANET environment, the above is not the 

case with many referenced articles. Moreover, the proposed 

work proved that it is secure against various attacks and 

also overcomes the vulnerabilities presented in PW-CPPA-

GKA scheme. 
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